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Introduction

Widescreen As a Vessel for Colonialism and Exploration

“I want my audience to be constantly captivated, bewitched, so that it leaves the theatre dazed, stunned to
be back on the pavement.”1– François Truffaut

“The cinema is really built for the big screen and big sound, so that a person can go into another world
and have an experience.”2 – David Lynch

Filmmaker François Truffaut writes about the power that cinema holds over the senses,
absorbing the viewer to such a degree, they are shocked to be met with their own reality. He’s
speaking about a sense of overwhelm that occurs, taking over the mind and bodies of the viewers
through specific cinematic operations–some of which will be talked about in this paper. David
Lynch is speaking directly about the operations that will be discussed in the remainder, big
screen and big sound, both of which offer entry into other worlds with their sensorial overwhelm.
As I proceed, I will be discussing the individual and collective powers image and sound hold in
offering narrative depth. Specifically, looking at how image and sound exist as information to
guide the viewer through a cinematic space. Thus resulting in separate and unified pathways of
comprehension that allows for a viewer's immersion. These pathways stimulate the senses of
those watching, whether that be with a wide image or surround sound–both provide a deep sense
of space through their sensory overload. In this context ‘immersion’ is a viewer’s extensive, and
at times, somatic understanding of space that is provided by an overwhelm from multiple sources
1
2
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of information. It can be argued that cinema involves a viewer's absorption of information from
several channels in order to allow for understanding. The evolution of sound and image within
cinema allowed for this process to take place at a much deeper scale, which I will look at in the
remainder of this project. As I proceed, I will show the ways in which sound and image take on
the allow for a complete overwhelm of a viewer's sense, giving power to background and all of
the context it provides, and ultimately opening the gates for an audience's immersion.
Cinema has come to be distinct from other mediums like theater and paintings. The
evolution of film technology like widescreen and immersive sound design required a level of
audience participation that was necessary in absorbing narrative. This new viewer centric
experience is seen in the films The Big Trail, 2001: A Space Odyssey, Lost in Translation, and
Cleo from 5 to 7. All of which utilized specific technologies that allowed for further
understanding of narrative, and ultimately invited viewers to feel space through their immersive
constructions of space. By engaging the viewer's senses, specifically seeing and hearing,
interpretations of narrative became increasingly more democratic and varied–as space became
the major source of information. In The Work of Art in Mechanical Reproduction author Walter
Benjamin writes, “a man who concentrates before a work of art is absorbed by it” 3 Through the
viewing experience a viewer is asked to surrender themselves in order to be fully absorbed by
cinema and in turn become a part of its structure. Our feelings and emotions evoked by the
images before us, inform the arts' purpose.
Widescreen offered something new to the audience, the ability to see a constructed world
at a scale so wide, it mimicked their own. It was marketed as an immersive experience and asked
viewers to be somewhat invested and absorbed by it. In John Belton’s book Widescreen Cinema
he cites an ad from This Is Cinerama, “You won’t be gazing at a movie screen–you’ll find
3
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yourself swept into the picture, surrounded by sight and sound.”4 Widescreen cinema in fact,
does sweep the viewer into the picture, by providing an image so large and boundless, that one’s
senses is completely overwhelmed, and in a sense forces them to surrender to its powers. We see
this process take place in both The Big Trail and 2001: A Space Odyssey, the two films I will be
discussing in my first chapter. Similarly, I will be discussing sound's ability to immerse the
audience, by providing elaboration to visual information in Lost in Translation and Cleo from 5
to 7. Sound also parallels widescreen in its powers to immerse the sense as well as provided
further context to a story. By providing more background context, sound is able to offer a depth
of space that offers a comprehensive layout of space and exploration into the spaces.
More specifically, I will be looking at widescreens ability to create an immersive, yet
concrete visual narrative in The Big Trail and 2001: A Space Odyssey. As well as sound’s ability
to communicate when words or images are lacking in Lost in Translation and Cleo from 5 to 7.
Both of which employ themselves to express greater or hidden themes in these films. In many
ways this is a phenomenological approach to how specific sound design and image formatting
provide a much richer story, resulting in a much more visceral understanding and ultimately
exploration of space. Specifically, a phenomenology of how cinema is an experience of the
senses, especially evident in these films. Widescreen formatting provides a grand and vast
display of image, that leads the viewer to believe they are seeing more. Through its expansive
physicality that assumes more space, widescreen succeeds in implying general cinematic themes.
In the two films that will be the backdrop of my widescreen discussion, a widescreen format is
essential, as they capture immensely wide and vast landscapes, and this is precisely how the
themes in both films are visually direct. While sound provides further elaboration of visual
information, or in some cases, acts as a secondary source of information when image does not
4
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suffice. Image provides a viewer with visual information that is linear and confined to the frame
while sound offers elaboration of that image, and exists in a much more fluid and intangible way.
This is not to say that sound is a more elaborate source of information, but rather showing how
the two differ in their storytelling abilities, yet unite at their shared capacity to provide narrative
structure.
The Big Trail and 2001: A Space Odyssey, both utilize widescreen in a way that provides
viewers with an image of space so wide and vast that it contributed to a visceral richness felt
through the screen. Widescreen's introduction into cinema changed the viewing experience as a
whole, as now the viewer was tasked to participate by using their sensorial reactions to further a
narrative. Advertising for Cinerama, and later on, CinemaScope, would entice consumers by
claiming that their participation was a vital aspect of the cinematic experience, and they weren’t
lying. Ariel Rogers talks about widescreens in her work “‘Smothered in Baked Alaska, The
Anxious Appeal of Widescreen”. “The ideas about widescreen's capacity to elicit audience
participation were rooted in a number of different features of the systems, each of which, it was
claimed, made the viewer's perceptual experience of cinema more lifelike and thus offered the
sensation of immersion.”5 This new addition to cinema provided a much more sensorially
focused viewing experience that prioritized and necessitated a viewer's participation, not only
succeeding in the actualization of space, but a film’s narrative depth as well. In The Big Trail and
2001: A Space Odyssey, widescreen is employed to illustrate themes of expansion and
colonization. Its grand physicality, and ability to capture vast amounts of space, not only
provides thematic context, but also provides audiences with a visual scope similar to their own.
The directors of the two films, Raoul Walsh and Stanley Kubrick, could not be more different in
5
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their cinematic style, however the two films share similar themes accentuated by both directors'
use of widescreen. The visual style of the film’s may be entirely different, but both films
illustrate themes of Western imperialism, and a very American desire to expand and conquer as
much as space as possible. The Big Trail specifically tackles themes of Western migration and
settler colonialism. Capturing the powerful and vast American West, each scene is deeply layered
with people and objects. 2001: A Space Odyssey similarly tackles themes of expansion and
colonialism, navigating the dangerous unknown that is space–however Kubrick uses negative
space to convey feelings of loneliness and isolation. In both films, widescreen illustrates both the
prospects and dangers of expanding into new territories, but the intentions of what the directors
do with the space is where they differ. I thought it important to provide two examples of
widescreen film that actualize space in dramatically different ways to show the range that
widescreen cinema has. Walsh was able to instill optimism and hope as he chronicled pioneers
moving West, while Kubrick created a world marked with fear and isolation–both in large part
were a result of an expansive and boundless image format that allowed for everything to be seen.
In the book Widescreen Cinema, the author John Belton talks about the evolving cinematic
experience: “The wide screen came to represent difference; it marked a new kind of
spectatorship. Something basic had changed in the motion picture experience that redefined the
spectator’s space, and with the screen, which now entered further into the spectator’s space, and
with the soundtrack, which reinforced this extension of the image and exceeded the image’s
border through strategically placed speakers on the sides.”6 The introduction of widescreen
changed spectatorship as whole, as well as the cinematic experience at large, as the interpretation
of space became increasingly more realistic through this technology. While I generally discuss
the advent of widescreen to cinema throughout the chapter, I do make mention of the backlash
6
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and worry that came after this new technology was introduced. More specifically, that critics
feared something so spectacular, would take away from the viewing experience, and ultimately
narrative would become obsolete. What I attempt to prove is that widescreen did no such thing,
in fact, instead of taking away, it created a whole new form of viewership, that asked for the
audience's active participation, thus producing a new level of narrative richness. I also discuss
both films' historically accurate themes of Western colonialism and the desire to conquer ,
specifically within the scope of widescreen, and how the formatting of the films reveal the depth
of these cultural patterns. Sound had a similar critical response, as people also feared that this
new pathway would distract from the narrative, and take away from the original structure of
cinema.
The second chapter will focus on the films Lost in Translation and Cleo from 5 to 7,
specifically the way that sound operates as context and communication, ultimately allowing for a
viewer's further understanding of narrative. Both films exhibit female bodies moving through
vast city spaces, and sound is able to express the very specific and distinctive experiences of
female bodies in society, as well as the chaos that is urban life. Sound is also helpful in revealing
issues with identity and purpose in the two films. Presumably because of the fluidity and
disconnect that sound holds, the viewer can understand the discomfort felt by these characters
through sound’s transience. In Sofia Coppola’s film Lost in Translation, sound is vital in
understanding the narrative, not only because of obvious language barriers that exist, but the
protagonist's inability to communicate as well. Sound in this film is engaged with image in a
very explicit way, offering elaboration to others forms of information that are not entirely
sufficient. Although we are provided with consistent visual information, the interactions that
happen within always seem unfinished, or vague; sound in a sense acts as a means to stretch

7

what is already there and solidify meaning. Whether it is diegetic or non-diegetic sound, the
viewer is able to immerse themselves more as sound, in the form of background information,
allows for extensive exploration into this world. The two protagonists hold very different
positions in society, and sound is able to express the disparity between the two characters, yet
ultimately unifies the two. In Cleo from 5 to 7 sound and image are disconnected, as the film's
thematic structure centers around the role of image and the burdens it creates. However, sound is
employed in similar ways like Lost in Translation, specifically surrounding identity and purpose,
something that seems to be a theme within sound function. The disparity between sound and
image is very pertinent to the story, which follows a woman who has only ever known an
extreme sense of vanity, and her realization that because of this she doesn’t really know who she
is. The unequal and at times, strained relationship between image and sound throughout this film,
produces themes of lostness and confusion, as the protagonist attempts to navigate her purpose
when her life is threatened. In both examples, sound guides the audience in comprehending the
pivotal and confusing moments in both protagonists' lives, as they navigate their purpose through
unknown and overwhelming settings.
Sound offers further context and explanation to an image, which produces the
opportunity for the audience to further engage with the space constructed. Film scholar Edward
Branigan writes about image and sound’s curious relationship in his paper, “Sound and
Epistemology in Film”,
The result is that the presence of sound in a film opens up even the most static image for
a spectator because it implies continuous motion somewhere in between: a vibrating
source causing a large medium to vibrate. In film, of course, the motion is created by
loudspeakers which literally create a disturbance within the three-dimensional space of
the movie theater. Sound thus achieves a greater "intimacy" than light because it seems to
put the spectator directly in touch with a nearby motion event through a medium of air

8

which traverses space, touching both spectator and represented event. 7
This is precisely where the actualization of space comes to be. Image, specifically a wide
one, provides something tangible and direct, providing massive amounts of visual information
that simultaneously grounds and overwhelms the audience. In doing this, it allows the viewer to
reach a profound understanding of the space in front of them, through moving bodies and vast
landscapes. While sound acts as a reminder of continuous motion beyond the screen, essentially
asking the spectator to look past what they can see with the aural information provided. Sound
can enhance the most basic image because it tasks the viewer to look further. The viewer must
find where the sound is sourced, because unlike image, sound is transient and continuous. The
cinematic experience is a journey for the viewer to use the information both provided and found
to interpret a story. It is in this journey that film becomes visceral and physical, as the viewer is
overwhelmed with a massive amount of sensory information. German-American poet Herman G.
Scheffauer writes about cinema’s ability to bring space to life in his essay “The Vivifying of
Space”:
Space–hitherto considered and treated as something dead and static, a mere inert screen
or frame, often no more significant than the painted balustrade-background at the village
photographer’s–has been smitten into life, into movement and conscious expression. A
fourth dimension has begun to evolve out of the photographic cosmos.”8
Scheffauer describes space as ‘static’ but through cinema has been given depth through layers of
information and movement. Cinema brings space to life, and what I aim to do in this project is
look at how a wider image and sound design allow this to play out in an immersive way.
All of the films I discuss surround bodies moving through space, whether widescreen is

7
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employed to capture bodies moving through the Wild West or outer space, or sound is to provide
context or spatial depth along the streets of Tokyo and Paris. Both offer the possibility of
immersion by an overwhelm of visual and aural information. A viewer’s ability to move through
a filmic environment is allowed because of film embodying constant motion, as it captures
bodies moving through space. French film historian Elie Faure introduces the idea of cinema as
a plastic art in his work “The Art of Cineplastics” which supports the idea that cinema is able to
actualize space through its engagement with the audience.. He argued that cinema was unique
amongst other mediums, because of its plasticity, “the cinema is plastic first, it represents a sort
of moving architecture which is in constant accord–in the state of equilibrium dynamically
pursued–with the surroundings and landscapes where it is erected and falls to the earth again.
The feelings and the passions are hardly more than a pretext, serving to give a certain sequence,
a certain probability to the action.”9 Widescreen and sound embody this idea of plasticity, as they
produce an understanding of space that invites the viewer to enter. Wide image literally provides
the viewer with more space, while sound provides more context of space. When watching a film,
a viewer may feel they have come to understand the space constructed, as it immerses them and
floods their senses. A film creates a marriage between sound and image, through this
collaboration space is actualized in a way eerily familiar to the way one experiences their own
world. The viewer is not being tasked to imagine what that space might feel like, rather, through
viewing, they are invited to enter it.
What will be discussed in the remainder of this chapter is how film can immerse those
watching through the use of a wider image and sound. When the viewer is given a sixth sense, to
feel a space, and invited to make assumptions about it to build a narrative. This offering

9
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separates itself from other art forms, as it is both immersive and grounding, moving yet still.
Unlike other mediums, like a painting, one can enter a filmic space as if the time is our own, as
opposed to an image frozen in time. Branigan continues, “this interrelationship is possible only
because of the fundamental differences between sound and light. In the proper circumstances,
each vanishes into the more powerful perceptual category of ‘space’.” 10 The collision of sound
and image begin with numerous pathways of motion, and in turn offer multiple routes of
interpretation and understanding. In a medium like painting we can only theorize what that space
is, as we are not offered the interference of both permanent and continuous motion, or really any
motion at all. Set and costume design, add layers to the visual experience, giving it matter,
making it appear more dimensional and familiar. Visual information provides grounding and
foundation to a space, while sound poses the possibility that more exists beyond the flatness of
an image. If we can imagine sitting at a park bench, we see what lies before us, like a pond or a
tree, but know that there is more than what is directly ahead of us through aural cues, like distant
voices behind us. This process helps one understand the depth of space, through an
amalgamation of aural and visual information. In the examples I will present, we see this
actualization and deepening of space playout, as the viewers feel themselves fall into the spaces
constructed, ultimately so immersed that as Truffaut says, they viewer is left ‘dazed’.

10
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Chapter 1
Visual Absorption as Narrative: Widescreen as a Vessel for Exploration and Colonialism
“The very nature of the visual experience in 2001 is to give the viewer an instantaneous, visceral
reaction that does not—and should not—require further amplification.” 11 –Stanley Kubrick,
Playboy, 1968

Filmmaker Stanley Kubrick argues that the initial feeling that the viewer experiences is
the story. The ‘visceral reaction’ he speaks of produces a multitude of interpretations, that a
viewer can absorb in their attempt to understand the narrative. The idea that this film requires no
further ‘amplification’, is consistent with the idea that space alone is providing enough
information for interpretation. Through space and object, the viewer is sent on a journey of
exposition, tasked to interpret our feeling of space in order to further a narrative. What will be
argued in the remainder of this chapter is how specifically, widescreen cinema has provided an
interpretation of space that is not contingent on dialogue or narrative structure to provide depth
to a story.
The introduction of widescreen cinema offered something entirely unique to both the
artist and the viewer; through movement and depth, the viewer was given the capacity to feel
space. In The Big Trail and 2001: A Space Odyssey the viewer is offered an interpretation of the
story through space that required a level of participation, as well as surrender. Although these

11
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films are not exactly overflowing with narrative depth, the technology that they shared was able
to create a new kind of depth, that required a viewer’s ultimate decoding of the space, and what it
means. The actualization of a three-dimensional space, offered the audience an experience that
rivaled olderer iterations of cinema, because now the viewer’s body was vital for interpretation.
As it advanced, it became more and more immersive, as it began to mimic how the human eye
sees its own world. Various technologies would be invented and perfected over time that would
alter the viewing experience from passive spectatorship to active participation. This deep dive
into cinematic space allowed for viewers to feel more connected to the world constructed, as
their senses were overwhelmed with activity. The viewer is being offered the ability to
experience cinematic worlds as if they are walking through it themselves.
Many film theorists argued that technologies like Cinerama and CinemaScope would
diminish cinema’s realism, and that the depth created was merely a fleeting spectacle, lacking in
actual matter. Understandably, considering the whole reason it was introduced was to save
cinema from total collapse as television began to dominate American’s homes. Its original
intentions were in no way a pursuit of producing good art, but a desperate attempt to save a
dying industry.12 It’s understandable that film scholars were skeptical of an invention that was
marketed as a sensational and a spectacular event, rather than a work of art. In Andre Bazin’s
essay “Cinerama: A Bit Late”, Bazin talks about Cinerama’s failure, “There can be little doubt
that Cinerama will usher in a new stage in cinematic realism. The impression of depth (nearly
absent in CinemaScope) that used to be emphasized in its marketing does indeed exist, but it is
not the most significant phenomenon, because here, depth is merely the by-product of realism.”13
What Bazin got wrong was that fact, that instead, Cinerama and CinemaScope would create a

12
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new form of cinematic viewership, as opposed to taking away from one already in existence.
Cinerama was a widescreen process that projected three synchronized 35mm reels on a curved
screen. While its successor, CinemaScope used anamorphic lens to squeeze a wider image onto
35mm and would later be stretched during projection. Both of these processes’ would be unable
to compete with future developments like Panavision (as seen in 2001), but their introduction
into film would mark a permanent change in the cinematic experience.
In the remainder of this chapter I will use two films to show the integration of widescreen
formatting into cinema resulted in an entirely new way of understanding narrative through
sensorial absorption. There are myriad ways in which a film can throw a viewer into the space
it’s created, one of the most immersive being a 70mm film stock. 70mm stood out by its sheer
scale and the amount of space it was able to capture. The new development would offer viewers
an extreme abundance of space, changing the viewers role, by overwhelming them with an
increased amount of visual and aural stimulation. The introduction of this new technology also
posed an important question to filmmakers, what to do with all this room? It became a daunting
task, and many different routes were taken. This abundance of space also posed major prospects
of cinematic advancement, particularly in the viewer's individual experience of the space. Here
was a technological advancement that created an even more realistic model of the real. It was
incredibly wide, similar to how the human eye understands space, so the concept of the “model”
enhanced even more. To some, widescreen seemed like an atrocity, while others thought it was
an incredibly exciting addition to cinema. Film historian John Belton writes about this new
technology in his book Widescreen Cinema. Specifically talking about the introduction of
Cinerama, he writes, “Spectators in the theater were suddenly plunged into one of most visceral
motion picture experiences ever created.”14 Ironically, Belton argues that Cinerama had
14
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accomplished exactly what Andre Bazin had written about in The Myth of Total Cinema, where
he claims that the goal of cinema was to make a model of our world that was an exact replica of
it. Cinerama would go on to inspire film processes like CinemaScope, that would forever change
the cinematic experience. Belton continues, “Widescreen cinema….possessed an increased sense
of presence, especially in theaters with curved screens, in which the image engulfed the
audience.” 15 Widescreen changed spectatorship entirely, as it invited the viewers to enter the
screen, as opposed to passively watching. Cinema was now actualizing space in such a way that
it became an essential part of the narrative, where the viewer was understanding the story
through absorption. Belton goes on to say that “what widescreen cinema created was a greater
illusion of participation, at least in comparison with the narrow, 1.33/7:1 aspect ratio of
pre-widescreen cinema, in which that illusion, if that existed at all, was weaker”.16
CinemaScope, would shift our notions of cinema, soon attention shifted from a solely narrative
experience, to a physical and visceral one, where the viewer was not only understanding the
story through dialogue, but space itself. It is important to reemphasize that the introduction of
widescreen was a move by the film industry to salvage a fading art form, and drew consumers in
with the idea that they would be actively participating. In many ways widescreen was appealing
to the consumer because it asserted that this experience was viewer-centric, and reliant on human
participation. Two films that exemplify this idea are The Big Trail and 2001: A Space Odyssey.
They are both elaborate constructions of space, chronicling expansion and colonization while
utilizing the power of space as metaphor, in pursuit of a non-traditional narrative. Although they
share similar themes, the two directors utilize space in very different ways, however, both
illustrate a tremendous depth of space.

15
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The Big Trail highlights the beauty of America and the prospect of Western expansion,
as well as the dangers of it. Although John Wayne technically played the starring role, the
boundless landscapes were at the forefront of the film. The film's director Raoul Walsh, filmed
with 70 mm Grandeur and was able to capture the depth and vastness of space and
simultaneously illustrate the extremely prevalent themes of Manifest Destiny and colonialism.
Film scholars Mary Bandy and Kevin Stoehr discuss the advent of widescreen in their book Ride,
Boldly, Ride:
Widescreen films are in many ways more true to the human eye’s field of perception,
most especially when one is pondering a landscape where the breadth and depth of one’s
field of vision is much greater. And in most Westerns— in which the stories are often
closely tied to the land, and in which exterior scenes are crucial in providing an
authentic sense of the natural terrain— the wider the screen, the more visually realistic
the film appears. Western landscapes are stunning in their beauty and vastness, and the
best one can do is to try to capture them realistically rather than distort them, as might
happen with a more expressionistic technique of filmmaking.17
Widescreen offered this film the ability to provide a sense of authenticity to a real event
in American history. The Big Trail is a film about expansion and colonization, and widescreen
was able to convey exactly that. A very young John Wayne plays Breck Coleman, an
experienced guide who agrees to lead a group of pioneers on a journey through the Oregon Trail.
Many of the travelers have no experience with this type of journey and are relying on Breck’s
knowledge to get them to their destination safely. This film is so unique because it avoided
negative or empty space entirely. Filled to the brim with actors and set design and enormous
landscapes as its backdrop. There is never a dull moment, the viewer is constantly stimulated
with moving bodies or objects, and the dialogue bears little weight. Much different than 2001: A
Space Odyssey, where dialogue takes up only a third of the film. The theme of Western
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expansion is illustrated in many ways, but mostly through bodies simply moving through space.
As if their bodies are walking from one scene into the next. This narrative presents a transition
outwards, into a new untouched space. The wideness of the frame coupled with the constant
presence of extras, creates a visual architecture in which the viewer can enter. It creates a space
similar to ones we experience in real life, surrounded by people and constant movement.

[Figure 1 The Fight for Carnival and Lent]

The entire film is like a Breugel painting, specifically reminiscent of his famed painting,
The Fight Between Carnival and Lent. The film and the painting not only share their wide
physicality, but their ability to spectacularize an image of ordinary people, living ordinary life.
Bandy and Stoehr support this with their acknowledgement of Westerns painterly form: “Despite
the occasional insertion of fairly artificial shots and scenes that were filmed on the studio lot,
many of the World-era A-Westerns contain scenes of such authentic natural beauty that they
sometimes seem like quick-moving slideshows of masterful landscape paintings by the likes of
Thomas Cole or Albert Bierstadt.” 18 The pairing of these ‘masterful’ landscapes and widescreen
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seen in The Big Trail create an image so spectacular and profound that a viewer might compare
the images to painting.

[Figure 2 ]

[Figure 3 ]

The spectacularized images present in The Big Trail changed the role of dialogue
throughout the film, as it quickly became recognized as a secondary source of information. The
viewer did not have to listen to the conversations within this world to follow along, as they were
immersed in the tremendously scenic spaces captured. Walsh’s use of sound in The Big Trail
adds yet another dimension to the efficacy of widescreen in the film. There is seldom a moment
without sound, the audience is constantly bombarded with it, reminding them that they are never
really alone. The audience watches as the settlers move throughout the frame, on a mission to
expand and settle in new land. They are moving across acres and acres of unsettled land,
pummeled by billows of dusty winds. All that is heard are the cries of horses and men, and
through this imagery are warned of the hardships these people will face. The scenes are
enveloped with actors, animals, and buggies, and there isn’t an inch of massive frame that is
lonely. Through this we are seeing a sense of camaraderie and togetherness, as this group is
tasked with the challenge of a major transition. Moving through uncharted territory, in hopes for
a greater future. Again reminiscent of Brueguel’s artistic style, this scene is extending an
ordinary image into something much bigger and more impactful. The Big Trail provides even
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more evidence that widescreen operates similarly to the style of genre painting. In The Big Trail,
these ordinary tasks become far less ordinary once they are put on display, spectacularized
through a widescreen lens. It is remarkable how a widescreen can change an ordinary image into
a spectacular one. Widescreen's own physicality has this amazing power to transform images that
one would normally look past into something to gawk at. Through the illusion of movement
coupled with a wide format, the viewer is not only seeing it happen but is feeling it too, as if they
are among the herd moving through this space. This film is an example of an image providing a
majority of the story, most of the information the viewer needs in order to follow is visual. Aural
information is present, but it is not essential in understanding the narrative, as the viewer is
overrun with visual context.

[Figure 4]

In addition to this, the strategic layering of the space is incredibly effective at giving the
scene more depth. More depth means a furthering of the illusion that this space is one the viewer
can enter. Only six minutes after this scene, the pioneers' buggies slowly move towards a dark
and gray expanse, our only guess is the dangers that lie ahead [fig 3]. The wide shot is
communicating to the viewer the darkness that is to come, and almost looks as if the herd could
be swallowed whole by the daunting expanse. The movement captured in this scene is
captivating, because it is no longer just bodies moving through space, but bodies with purpose,
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with destination, and hope. This couldn’t have been illustrated without widescreen, with its
magical power to accentuate normal images, into powerful and meaningful ones. Although sound
plays throughout, the dialogue and sound is far less communicative than the image itself.
Something that may play into the themes of exploring unknown territories, where an inevitable
level of mystery and dissonance is felt.

[Figure 5 Breck with Native tribe]

[Figure 7 Men trying to kill Breck]

[Figure 6 Breck hunting bison]

[Figure 8 Breck realizes attack]

As Breck battles with the antagonists of the film, he is seen moving through the frame
chasing after a herd of bison. The viewer sees the stark contrast of bodies and space in these
wide shots, and is reminded of the dangers of this journey. The film utilizes wide long shots
throughout the film to emphasize the realities of the situation. Wide shots were also necessary in
properly conveying themes of expansion and settlement, as space in the form of land is vital.
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Background comes to the forefront of the film, as the film implies an American need to conquer
and settle as much land as possible. Walsh captures the smallness of one's body, set against the
backdrop of expansive and endless landscapes. This use of wide shots is again reminiscent of
genre paintings, capturing a boundless landscape, and people existing within them. The audience
is constantly reminded through visual information of the film’s theme. The majority of
information being offered is through grand and spectacular images, flooding the viewer's senses,
and in this flood the viewer gains a much more visceral narrative experience.In one of the final
scenes in the film Ruth, one of the pioneers, runs towards the woods desperate to find Breck who
was separated from the group. They reunite amongst the redwoods, and their bodies are so
heavily contrasted to the largeness of the trees. This wide shot is incredibly powerful, as the two
people have an emotional reunion, but all the viewer can really focus on is the tremendous size
of the trees. Bodies and space are so beautifully captured throughout this film, as the audience is
overcome by the grandness of each image. The audience is in a sense absorbed by the sheer size
of the landscapes, as well as the consistent presence of people in each scene. The film is visually
overwhelming, engulfing the viewer's senses, inviting them to enter the screen.
On a voyage with much more danger and mystery, the viewer and the people within the
world are soothed by the sounds of life. Unlike Kubrick, who uses a lack of sound to alienate,
reveal the emptiness of space, and ultimately make the viewer fear the silence. In The Big Trail,
the viewer is made to feel as if they are a part of this journey. Walsh’s use of sound intensifies
this idea, as every scene is full of action and commotion. Through this the viewer is immersed,
hearing the sounds of the world as well as seeing it. Because of this a rhythm is formed, and a
temporal structure develops. The viewer feels as if they are a part of this construction because
movement produces a sense of time. Although this journey may be daunting and risky, the
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audience is constantly reminded of the community that exists within the space. The image can
communicate one idea, while sound may communicate something completely different. This is
an example of how widescreen combined with sound was used to both alienate and soothe one's
fear of the unknown. A specific scene that comes to mind is when the group is under attack by a
neighboring Native American tribe retaliating against the interlopers. The viewer here's the
cocking of a gun and horse hooves smacking the earth, as if these sounds exist in their world.
Sound in The Big Trail is used as a connecting device, by making the world constructed familiar
to the viewer. There was never a moment without movement, or people, the viewer was made to
feel as if they’d never feel alone. This was a voyage that required people, and a lot of them.
Sound and image are married in this film, working together to create a third pathway of
communication, the viewer is given passage into this realm through this union.
The Big Trail was filmed in both 35mm and 70mm, had two different casts, and was
dubbed in several languages, as MGM was attempting to reach all audiences. The
cinematographer of the 70mm version, Arthur Edson, believed that CinemaScope was going to
introduce a new visual style. He is quoted in the American Cinematographer:
…70 millimeter is a tremendously important aid for the epic sweep of the picture (which)
demands that it be painted against a great canvas. Grandeur gives us such a canvas to
work with, and enables us to make the background play its part in the picture…. The
background thus plays a vitally important role in the picture–a role which can only be
brought out completely by being shown as 70 millimeter film can show it.19
Edson hits on something very important here, 70mm was so vast, that background imagery now
seemed to be an essential part of the narrative. The inclusion of deeper space allowed for further
exploration on the viewers behalf. Widescreen was able to capture the equal parts of danger and
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opportunity that these settlers faced, and illustrate the lengths these people would go to
experience new life. In one scene, the settlers attempt to cross a river, carriages are being
destroyed and livestock is swept away by the current. But the massive herd continues, their
desperation at the forefront. The viewer is jarred by screams and chaos, as the settlers struggle to
get through the river. The wide frame intensifies this, as the audience sees hundreds of people
struggle with no sign of hope. A togetherness develops here, as the settlers fight for their lives
and futures. In the background is a beautiful landscape of a mountain range, and yet again the
viewer is reminded what this is all for. In a sense, background offers relief to the viewer and the
characters within. And just as Edson argued, background ‘plays its part in the picture’.
Widescreen gave background a role it hadn’t been offered before, providing viewers with
copious amounts of visual information. Aptly illustrating the pioneers' desire for newness and the
grand opportunity that the West promises by essentially showing everything.
Similarly, in 2001: A Space Odyssey, the hope is for newness, colonizing new unknown
territories, and garnering global power. The director Stanley Kubrick emphasizes this pursuit
with a much more intentional use of widescreen, as opposed to Walsh. For Kubrick, widescreen
creates a spectacle that is then used as a device to accentuate and expand the excitement and fear
surrounding space exploration. To him, space is a narrative tool, as the viewer's spatial
understanding or assumptions are imposed onto an ever interpretive narrative. Film scholar
Annette Michelson talks about this concept in her piece “Bodies in Space”, “It is precisely
because form and surface command the most immediate and complex intensity of physical
response that they release a wild energy of speculation, confirming, even as they modify, the
character and options of the medium”. 20 In a sense speculation itself is the major narrative
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strategy of the film. The majority of this film has no dialogue, as the viewer is left to interpret the
narrative exclusively with space. This film is a physical experience, where the viewer is tasked to
make their own assumptions based on the space alone. 2001 and The Big Trail both have
dialogue that bear significantly less information than space. The viewer is distracted by the
imagery, and most of the story is told through the space of background. Although movement in
each film operates differently, both utilize the motion of bodies within space as a narrative tool.
Widescreen is vital in both of these examples for that exact reason, both narratives are heavily
relying on space, specifically background, to tell a story, and a widescreen format gives the
narrative an abundance of it. Conversely in 2001, negative space was at the forefront, with very
little cast, and a major focus on the interior of the vessel, as well as the limitless exterior.
Kubrick uses space against the viewer, as a means to alienate and insight fear and speculation.
Through this, a transference develops, as the audience acknowledges and feels the desolate and
lonely world constructed; they can viscerally understand just how alone the passengers are. Just
as Walsh uses widescreen to show the vastness and beauty of Western topography, Kubrick uses
it to show the same qualities of space. However, this film lacks the kind of layered chaos that
makes up most of The Big Trail. This time the voyage is happening in a space devoid of people
and mass movement. As opposed to The Big Trail, Kubrick’s film is chronicling a voyage that
does not require or even allow many people to be involved. There are very few people, exploring
an environment with no human life; relying entirely on a homicidal robot, who is arguably more
emotive than the actual humans aboard. the ship. The two films have the same intentions of
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expansion, but the level of human participation is where they differ.

[Figure 1 Dave walking through ship]

[Figure 2 Frank running around ship]

The film follows the relationship between a computer controlling the ship's functions, and
the passengers steadily becoming skeptical of its intentions. The landscape is cold and distant,
unlike The Big Trail, the viewer is never soothed by the images presented. What begins as an
exciting journey filled with opportunity and discovery, quickly becomes a fight for control and
survival. Through widescreen, the viewer is made uneasy, suspicious of both the people aboard
the ship and the machine controlling it. They have immersed themselves in a world where no one
is there to save them. This film reveals the extent of human greed, in addition to palpably
illustrating the very human fear of aloneness. Unlike Walsh, Kubrick didn’t use widescreen as a
means to make the audience feel safe–in fact, he did the opposite. He saw the extra space as an
opportunity to display the danger and loneliness of boundless unknown space. Film scholar Ariel
Roger writes, “Widescreen, these discourses suggest, offered moviegoers an experience that was
both empowering and overpowering, at once rendering the body on a gigantic scale and
threaten-ing to smother it.21 Kubrick’s use of widescreen is interesting because it doesn’t
overpower as much physically, as it does mentally. He does this by leaving a plethora of
unanswered questions, creating an environment ravaged with distrust and speculation and
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ultimately leaves the viewer to interpret what exactly they think is going on. Here lies a pivotal
moment for the audience, and really where Kubrick is able to overpower them mentally, as the
context they are given is insufficient, that they must develop the story through their own
understanding.

[Figure 3 HAL talks to Dave]

[Figure 4 Dave shows HAL his sketch]

Engulfed by the wideness of the frame, and alienated by the lack of aural information, the
viewer is immersed in a world that is simultaneously overwhelming and detached. In a fish eye
shot that alternates from HAL’s perspective to Dave’s, they engage in conversation that has HAL
inquiring of Dave’s commitment to the mission. The scene continues to alternate between close
up shots of HAL and Dave, as well as longer wide shots of their interaction. They are given
equal amounts of screen time and it becomes rather unclear who is to be trusted on this voyage.
Sounds of the conversation, and distant grunts of the ship are the only sources of aural
information provided–and it doesn’t help that HAL’s voice is quite sinister. The viewer is left
unable to form secure bonds with any of the characters, as the dialogue does not allow for this
type of relationship. Film scholar Robert Kolker writes about Kubrick’s polarizing narrative style
in his book The Cinema of Loneliness:
In 2001 denotation is at a minimum and often withheld. The narrative structure refuses to
explain itself through conventional means. Actions and events are not immediately
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motivated, while transitions are startling and spare. There is little dialogue, and much of
what exists is deliberately banal. The film has an open structure in which the viewer plays
an operative role. Denied a stance of passive observation in front of a predetermined set
of meanings, he or she is asked instead to be engaged with the forms and images, as well
as the text as a whole, and from that engagement work through a continual process of
meaning, connotation, and suggestion.22
Throughout the film the viewer is consistently left to rely on visual information to retain some
sort of understanding. Kolker describes the film to have an ‘open structure’ where the viewer's
role is essential. This structure is achieved not only through the lack of dialogue, but the literal
openness of the images. Shot on 65mm with a Super Panavision-70 camera, there is always an
abundance of open space. The nakedness of each scene is incredibly isolating, communicating
themes of space travel, colonization, and a palpable feeling of utter loneliness. As Kolker
argues, the viewers are required to invest in a level of visceral engagement with the images, as
the narrative doesn’t allow for a traditional process of storytelling. Kubrick's use of 65mm film
stock was necessary in a viewer's absorption and understanding, because as Kolker argues,
images and form were really the main source of explanation. Kolker continues, “Instead of
linking the viewer firmly to a fictive world, the open text demands recognition of the processes
of formal mediation, formal creation of meaning. The conventional, closed text provides for the
viewer. The open text provokes, indeed demands participation, questioning, working with the
film’s visual and aural structures.” 23 He speaks of an ‘open text’ which in this film translates to
Kubrick’s inclusion of endless space, space that allows for this ‘creation of meaning’, as the
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viewer is tasked to essentially form their own narrative with the content provided.

[Figure 5]

[Figure 6]

In another scene, the protagonists Frank and Dave enter a pod to talk about their
mounting distrust in HAL. The medium shot shows the two facing each other while HAL is
situated in the back of the frame, right down the center. This positioning alone, is already
foreshadowing what’s to come, HAL inevitable interference. The red glow of HAL produces an
ominous atmosphere, as Frank and Dave continue their plot, utterly unaware that HAL is reading
their lips. The passengers are constantly surveilled even when they believe they aren’t.
Surveillance is another way that widescreen succeeds in communicating general themes aboard
the ship. This is one of Kubrick’s most generous scenes.
Only eight minutes later, the viewer becomes enveloped in the wideness, as Dave
desperately tries to save Frank from his untimely demise. We watch as Frank floats throughout
boundless space, his body moves throughout the space peacefully, as HAL watches, as if
everything is going according to plan. All we hear is the beeping of the computer and Dave’s
labored breath, and the silence is extremely loud. It is then that the viewer and Dave himself
realize how utterly alone he is. Kolker writes, “Kubrick, like Ford, is sometimes concerned with
individuals in groups; but his groups are almost always antagonistic or exclusionary. The
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Kubrick community is cold, as cold as Kubrick’s own observation of it.” 24

[Figure 7]

[Figure 8]

[Figure 9]
The audience is never comforted by Kubrick’s story, and his use of widescreen makes sure of
that. The combination of contextually dry dialogue and an overwhelming amount of open space,
the viewer is consistently made to feel uncomfortable. His film as a way of completely isolating
the viewer, while necessitating their participation in progressing the story. The film exhibits the
enormity of objects and space, and the smallness of humans in comparison through wide shots
and minimal sound. Similar to The Big Trail, both films centralize the body by revealing the
smallness of it. The Big Trail and 2001 both define just how small and powerless humans are in
their environments and widescreen was vital in communicating this message, by capturing the
true wideness of these spaces.
24
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Widescreen in both these films was essential in illustrating a depth and understanding that
couldn’t have been achieved without it. Unlike the reproductions of reality in painting, the
capturing of movement in widescreen offered the medium an amount of palpability and depth not
seen before. In his famed work, The Ontology of the Photographic Image, Andre Bazin wrote
about humanity’s obsession with realism, as seen in cinema and photography. He argues the
photograph is “freed from the conditions of time and space that govern it.” 25 The photographic
image he writes, unlike a painting, is the model as opposed to an approximation. We see this
‘model’ enhanced in films like The Big Trail and 2001: A Space Odyssey, as we are being
provided an image of a world at a similar scale that we see on our own.
In my introduction I discuss French film historian Elie Faure’s description of cinema to
be the architecture of movement.26 Within the filmic frame, space becomes a commanding star,
asking the viewer to use dimension and movement to facilitate connection. Widescreen brought
this understanding of space to another dimension, with the inclusion of a peripheral view, it gave
the viewer the opportunity to see and feel every corner of the constructed space. Cinema’s power
is unmatched in its ability to tell a work of fiction, through the lens of reality. Bazin continues, in
his essay The Ontology of The Photographic Image. “The artist was now in a position to create
the illusion of three-dimensional space within which things appeared to exist as our eyes in
reality see them.” 27 This is where immersion really comes into play, acting as a proverbial liquid
that the audience is dipped in, exhibiting a world that looks so close to our own, that we cannot
help but trust it. Cinema’s ability to produce one's feeling of space is only possible through the
suspension and flooding of the senses. Precisely why a technology like widescreen was
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transformative, as it was spectacular, made the viewer believe they were seeing more. It provided
a vast landscape that gave room for a multitude of interpretation and understanding.
In the same vein, Bazin goes so far as to compliment Cinerama’s depth, with a caveat. In
one of his essays titled “Cinerama and 3D” he writes , “What is so pleasing about Cinerama is
the realism of its spectacle, realism so great that it sometimes edges into depth [relief]. But depth
cannot very well reinstate realism, just as we have seen happen in the stereo-optical 3D films that
the public has shown it doesn’t want.”28 Bazin claims that depth can not ‘reinstate realism’ but
the depth itself is what makes the spectacle real. Through cinema’s construction of space, the
viewer is offered an understanding of how those within the frame experience it and move
through it. The viewer is now tasked to react to a construction of space and the metaphors it
tells. Instead of relying solely on dialogue, the viewer must use space and the bodies that move
through it to interpret what lies before them.
In many ways, widescreen saved a dying industry and ultimately changed the course of
the moviegoing experience. Cinerama came at a time when Hollywood cinema was desperate, in
an attempt to revitalize the industry, widescreen was marketed enormously. Widescreen has been
around since the invention of cinema, but was never fruitful enough to stick. Finally by the
1950s, it transitioned from ‘novelty to norm.’29 Most importantly, this new technology offered a
viewing experience that paralleled 35mm, the distinction was that 70mm offered an even clearer
image, perpetuating the hope for total realism in cinema. As the frame got larger, and the aspect
ratio wider, the cinematic experience inevitably evolved. The image was becoming more and
more like the human eye, in a weird sense anthropomorphizing cinema itself. It was at this
pivotal moment that immersion became a normal part of watching a film. This new technology
28
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was met with both skepticism and hope. Some saw this advancement as a sign of a declining
artform, while others celebrated its prospects in cinema. Widescreen started to appear shortly
after Hollywood invested millions of dollars in sound, and critics and artists feared that it would
be an unworthy investment.
Sound and widescreen had similar trajectories, both were not well-received upon their
introduction and people feared the possibility of the art form pivoting from its original form. But
like most things, what this skepticism really came down to was money. Would this new way of
viewership be fruitful, or a waste of resources? Public reception to widescreen was less than
desirable, considering the lack of money being put into the new invention at the time. Theaters
across the country couldn’t provide proper projection of the film without spending millions on
renovation. It was a technology that the world was not prepared for. However, the widescreen
debate wasn’t entirely about money. People were concerned about this new technology diverting
the viewers attention from the core narrative of the film. However, unlike sound, widescreen was
just expanding on something that was already there, as opposed to sound, which was an explicit
addition to cinema. What widescreen was able to reveal was that narrative did not always have to
manifest itself in dialogue or characters, but through space itself.
As viewers move through space, entranced by the endless landscapes and towering
structures, the visual experience is enhanced as something more immersive and stimulating.
Widescreen offered viewers a grand and vast spectacle, and was marketed as an immersive
experience. Rogers writes, “widescreen lured viewers in 1950s America by promising a thrilling
new experience that set it apart from both traditional moviegoing and the television phenomenon
that Hollywood saw as a dire threat”.30 It was marketed as something thrilling and exciting,
distinct from other visual mediums. Its wideness is open and welcoming, practically begging the
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viewer to enter the screen and fall into the world within.. Widescreen’s depiction of space
proposed a new kind of vision, one far more immersive than its predecessors, as it captures the
space and image akin to the human eye. The visual experience provided by widescreen is similar
to that of a renaissance painting, illustrating human bodies moving through vast and wide spaces.
Renaissance painters like Pieter Bruegel and Hieronymus Bosch are great examples of this.
Capturing bodies moving throughout boundless landscapes, adding intricate detail to their form,
while simultaneously highlighting the grandness and beauty of their surroundings. Genre
paintings and widescreen share a lot of parallels and inspired many filmmakers with their artistic
vision. Both widescreen and renaissance painting illustrate the smallness of the human form in
contrast to the environments human bodies exist in. Providing a much wider and more realistic
perspective of the world. Genre paintings and 70mm are two formats that utilize this process to
allow a viewer to see more, whether it means sneaking in details or stretching an image to fill the
screen. Because widescreen captures so much, it is able to permeate the viewer's mind, and offer
them a much more tangible understanding of the space created. In addition to this it appeals to
the peripheral vision of the viewer, making the audience believe they are seeing more than ever
before. “It is precisely because form and surface command the most immediate and complex
intensity of physical response that they release a wild energy of speculation, confirming, even as
they modify, the character and options of the medium.” 31 Michelson hits on the idea that in
widescreen in these two examples, give a viewer the opportunity for autonomous interpretation,
building an idea using the resources that these films have offered, space. Widescreen provides for
immense physical and psychological exploration, and no one interpretation is wrong. Speculation
is one of the best words to explain the effect that widescreen has on an audience. There is
literally so much physical room for interpretation, that the possibilities are endless. Widescreen
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excels in creating themes of expansion and discovery, because of its boundless space, it implies
immense possibility. There are many ways that 70mm can be utilized, one that is of special
interest to me is how widescreen is used to chronicle a voyage of discovery, expansion, and
colonization. This use of this type of technology is an inherently American act, chronicling a
voyage, in which the mission is to colonize something bigger and unknown. This use of
widescreen was seen in both 2001: A Space Odyssey and The Big Trail. Both have narratives
structured around a desire to expand, colonize more, and to ultimately gain more power. This
expansive and all encompassing form is seen in many other mediums, most notably panoramic
rotundas. Art historian Anthony Portulese talks about Monet’s Water Lilies “Yet the panorama
rotunda created a space in which a viewer was placed in the center of a round room and made to
feel as though they were in the middle of an enveloping natural or urban landscape.” 32 This
description of panoramic rotundas is quite similar to that of Cinerama and CinemaScope. The
idea that a space is formed in which the spectator feels as if they are the center, enveloped in
whatever is captured. There is also something to say about the centralizing of the body of the
spectator in both of these mediums. Some sort of transference occurs when the viewer's body is
directly in the center of whatever is projected, that psychologically they may feel like they are
not only a part of the story, but essential to it. It is no wonder that these mediums share striking
similarities, but I think one of the main through lines is making the viewer believe that their body
is essential in fully understanding the extent of the space.
The concept of feeling space is dependent on movement, considering it is how humans
understand space, through moving our bodies. The vast painted landscapes were not only
visually stunning, but gave the viewer insight into details that would normally be ignored. Like
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widescreen, panoramic paintings put a spotlight on every last detail. The question that
widescreen posed was what to do with all this new space, as it was able to capture a much wider
image than ever before. In these two examples extra space was used in dramatically different
ways. Raoul Walsh took advantage of the extra space by filling it up as much as possible, while
Stanley Kubrick took advantage of negative space. In both however, space was used to
communicate truths within each world. Both share a desire to conquer new lands and expand
society. Michelson writes about the illusion of space produced in film, “Cinema is the temporal
instrument working in a direction counter to that of modernist painting’s increasingly shallow
space, through which the deep space of illusionism is reinvented.” 33 What painting masters is
shallow space, making a far less hypnotic experience. Cinema is a hypnosis, ejecting the viewer
out of their space and throwing them into another. Marshall McLuhan’s theory of the ‘medium
being the message’, seemed quite relevant to both of these films. While watching The Big Trail
and 2001: A Space Odyssey, the viewer is not expected to follow each story exclusively through
dialogue, or traditional narrative. But rather rely on the medium itself, because in both examples
it is space itself that is transmitting the most information. In a sense, widescreen is the writer, the
dialogue, and the director, leading its viewer on a voyage of its own physicality. A film succeeds
in immersion, if it absorbs those watching it, leading them on a journey of the senses. The idea of
the ‘medium as message’ fits perfectly into the conversation of immersion, because instead of an
entire focus on narrative, the viewer is introduced to an experience as well, a narrative built on
the viewer's sensorial understanding of space. Before widescreen was popularized, written
narrative was the most important aspect of a film, it provided the viewer with a sense of purpose,
through intimate connection with the characters. As technology developed, this connection
expanded, no longer exclusively with the characters, but the space as well. In these two films the
33
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image, and space captured, tells most of the story, not the people. Space became something to
capitalize on, used as a tool to communicate expansiveness, as well as offer the viewers their
own personal endeavor. Both physical journeys for the people within, as well as the viewer.
Annette Michelson writes about Kubrick's use of space as metaphor in “Bodies In Space”,
Kubrick’s transformation of bone into spacecraft through the movement of redescent
(through that single cut which concludes the Prologue and initiates the Odyssey)
inscribes, within the most spectacular ellipsis in cinematic history, nothing less than the
entire trajectory of human history, the birth and evolution of Intelligence. Seizing,
appropriating the theme of spatial exploration as narrative metaphor and formal principle,
he has projected intellectual adventure as spectacle, converting, through still another leap
of the imagination, Meliès’ pristine fantasy to the form and uses of a complex and
supremely sophisticated structure.34
Michelson describes Kubrick’s film as an appropriation of space in which it becomes a narrative
tool. A proverbial treasure map, where space is ultimately the only tool the viewer is given to
propose any sort of narrative direction. I want to extend her argument that through this
appropriation of space, an architecture exists, as a viewer relying on a physical format, has no
choice but to fall into it. This appropriation and actualization of space, is allowing space to hold
a physical and architectural form within the screen. Both films share this appropriation of space,
with their use of widescreen, as space ultimately becomes embedded and essential to the
narrative.
These two films shared some remarkably similar traits, most notably, colonization and
upward movement. Both share the theme of a grand expanse outwards into boundless and
unfamiliar space. This parallel is intensified by both Walsh and Kubrick’s use of widescreen, by
actualizing just how grand these environments are, the viewer is able to engage more deeply with
the story, because of the background information provided. While these film’s may seem very
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different, the medium is one of the main parallels, using widescreen as a vessel to illustrate a
journey, marked with danger and excitement. The two are also discussing huge historic moments
in America, Manifest Destiny and the Space Race. Both events share similar themes of a nation’s
unrelenting drive to conquer and colonize unknown lands, in a desperate attempt to achieve as
much power and ownership as possible.
There is something to be said about why widescreen is so effective at communicating
themes of mass expansion and colonization. A lot of which is attributed to the fact that
widescreen can capture so much information. But widescreen isn’t the only reason that these
themes are so aptly portrayed. In the fourth chapter of their book Ride, Boldly, Ride, Mary Lea
Bandy and Kevin Stoehr write about America’s obsession with controlling space, using Western
films like The Big Trail and Stagecoach to support this claim. “The American nation has long
been preoccupied by the manipulation of its spaces. Historically, if the frontier wilderness has
been a major preoccupation of the colonies, territories, and nations, it is because Americans
value themselves as adept organizers of their spaces, with the goal of structuring space so as to
accommodate a broad range of needs and desires.”35 Their argument is incredibly pertinent to the
thematic structures in both The Big Trail and 2001: A Space Odyssey, two American films, made
by American directors, illustrating a very American desire to conquer as much space as possible.
Widescreen accentuates this inherent cultural ideology, by adding depth to the space that is being
conquered.
Widescreen technology offered something new to spectators, to feel a space on a level
they hadn’t experienced before. Coupled with camerawork, sound and set design, the degree of
depth in widescreen is unmatched. In the The Big Trail, the spectator is able to feel the enormity
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of the sequoias, and the dangers that come with a voyage in unknown lands. In 2001: A Space
Odyssey, the viewer begins to feel just how big the world around them is, and understands and
empathizes with the loneliness and isolation that the passengers aboard the ship faced. Both use
widescreen in a way that allows the viewer to feel and understand space on a much more tangible
level. This understanding of space has introduced a new spatial awareness, in which we feel a
cinematic construction so deeply, that it becomes narrative itself. This couldn’t be done without
the technology that literally entices the consumer with the ability to see more.
Through its spectacular grandness, the viewer is sent on a journey, and through sound is
either familiarized or alienated by the space. Widescreen offers more, visually, which in turn
changes the cinematic experience, to be one that overwhelms the mind and body. In a sense, the
spectator enters the film, and in turn the film enters the spectator, as they begin to feel the weight
of the space depicted. Widescreen was utilized smartly in both of these examples, as the space
being captured was already grand on its own. Widescreen was able to enhance this, by making
this grandness a palpable and immersive experience for their audiences, making them feel as if
they were actually there. It is immersive at its core, simply through its physicality. What it offers
the viewer is a perspective of a constructed reality that mimics our own. These two films show
the different ways in which a director can utilize space with 70mm film. A film may separate
itself from the viewer by creating a space so remote and desolate, that the audience is too afraid
to fully enter. Another film may make the space so full of life and possibility that the audience
jumps at the chance to take part in the journey. There are so many routes that can be taken with
widescreen, considering that the visual opportunities are endless. Both films are showing the
audience something more, something that is not so reliant on dialogue, rather space. Yet another
thing these films share, is the futility of words; it is action, and sometimes inaction that really
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provides depth. Space becomes a character, taking center stage. In a sense, widescreen is a
distraction, but a distraction that reveals the complexity and depth of space. The fascination with
dialogue is a highly anthropocentric concept, that human communication must exist for a story to
have depth. Space, and bodies moving through it are given a starring role because of widescreen
expansiveness, and the viewer begins to connect with object and landscape, and our idea of
language begins to change. Language in both of these films is not so black and white, as
language begins to manifest in space and object.
Widescreen was mocked and questioned, and people were extremely wary of an
ever-changing art form. This new technology posed both a financial and structural threat to
cinema. People feared that narrative would become obsolete, in such a spectacular projection of a
story. But instead of taking away from the narrative, it was enhanced through spectacle, as
viewers were being fed large amounts of information that provided a deep understanding of
space. It was marketed as more realistic, Belton supports this idea by arguing that widescreen
had “greater impact” 36 which made it more realistic, and also furthered Bazin’s theory of ‘the
myth of total cinema’. The irony is that in its spectacularity, something often associated with
artifice, it was widely accepted as an incredibly accurate depiction of space. In The Big Trail, the
use of widescreen creates a frame akin to a Renaissance painting, as the viewer is overwhelmed
with bodies moving through incredible Western landscapes. Widescreen offered an active
viewership, rather than a passive one. In 2001: A Space Odyssey, the viewer is shown the utter
emptiness and loneliness of space, while simultaneously instilling a visceral fear of a homicidal
computer. There is no doubt that widescreen has such an effect, that it takes over the senses,
making the viewer truly feel as if they have entered the space. Again proving that space itself can
become an essential part of the narrative, and at times becomes a character itself. Ariel Rogers
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writes about the conflation of filmic space and theater space, “images generated around these
widescreen systems also portrayed the new experience of participation in terms of bodily
sensations.”37 Widescreen cinema offered a much more active viewing experience, as the
narrative was solidified through an audience’s bodily interpretations of the film. The viewer is no
longer a passive spectator, but active and essential to the story, as their body is invited to develop
understanding so extensive, it can be felt. George Duhamel is quoted in Walter Benjamin’s “The
Work Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”, ‘I can no longer think what I want to think.
My thoughts have been replaced by moving images.” 38 Cinema at large, has had the capacity to
absorb those watching through its capturing of moving image, what widescreen posed was a
larger space in which one could be absorbed. Offering an abundance of space and room for a
viewer to ingest and interpret.
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Chapter 2
Navigating Urbanity, Identity, and Womanhood Through Sound

Always what was important to me was the notion of being immersed in enveloping space,
and the sensation that you’re fully enveloped, . . . it’s not about interactivity but the fact
that you are spatially encompassed and spatially surrounded—it’s all around—and that’s
what sound is.39 – Char Davies, 10 September 2006

Canadian visual artist Char Davies, who works largely with virtual reality, discusses the
immersive qualities of sound, in which the viewer is ‘enveloped’, arguing that sound essentially
takes the form of overwhelm. Sound’s function in film is to provide further information that
enriches the narrative. It offers further explanation and ultimately exploration seen in Lost in
Translation and Cleo from 5 to 7, allowing for a level of spatial depth, in which a viewer can
viscerally ingest. Visual information is not the only way that a viewer can come to understand a
filmic environment. In fact, sound acts as further elaboration of an image, providing greater
understanding of the space the image is capturing. Lost In Translation and Cleo from 5 to 7 both
employ sound as a tool for immersion, as well as a means to locate the body. Rather different
then the previous films, they chronicle journeys of female bodies moving through foreign and
familiar spaces. As the films follow female bodies moving through vast and chaotic city spaces;
sound becomes an essential component in a viewer’s understanding of these environments, and
the women themselves. Sound in these two films is so immersive because it requires a level of
39
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work from the viewer, to discover the deeper themes of the film. Both films are about women,
and made by women, and the importance of sound is no coincidence. The two female
protagonists in each film are struggling with identity and purpose, and because of this, struggle
to find their place in the world. They speak, but their voices are not heard, as they struggle to be
seen as anything more than bodies. This is precisely where sound operates as a language proxy
for these women, who either struggle or are not allowed to express themselves.
Whether that be diegetic or non-diegetic, sound is an essential component in adding
layers to space, in which a viewer can be fully absorbed. The presence of sound, or the lack of it,
is a deciding factor on the depth of understanding for the audience. Whether it takes them in and
warms them with the overwhelm, or alientates, by not being there at all. In her essay “The Voice
in Cinema: The Articulation of Body and Space,” Mary Ann Doane uses metaphor to describe
cinema as the “phantasmatic body”. “The addition of sound to the cinema introduces the
possibility of representing a fuller (and organically unified) body, and of confirming the status of
speech as an individual property right.” 40 Within the context of this metaphor, sound operates as
an extension of the body, providing further information and depth. In both films, sound is used to
communicate greater themes that are not necessarily explicit. Sound provides explanation of
similar issues with identity and place, as the protagonist's struggle to understand their feelings.
More specifically in Lost in Translation we see sound manifest more explicitly as a language,
providing context for the viewers, as the characters are unable to speak themselves. While in
Cleo from 5 to 7, sound’s detachment from image implies themes of disconnected identity and
purpose.
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Sound is sourced, it comes from somewhere, giving it a place or location.41 This requires
the viewer to investigate where the sounds are coming from leading to a further understanding of
space. Additionally, finding the source of the sound helps familiarize the viewer with the space
constructed. Ultimately this allows for immersion–knowing where the sound is coming from so
the viewer can feel the space in the same way the characters do. Immersion is not just a
Christopher Nolan film, but can be felt in films whose effects are not nearly as extreme.
Immersion is often associated with films that are action packed or epics, but can Immersive film
is something that takes you in and drowns your senses, ultimately making you feel as if you are
submerged in this constructed space. Film scholar Frances Dyson describes immersion, “a
process or condition whereby the viewer becomes totally enveloped within and transformed by
the “virtual environment”.”42 This ‘envelopment’ can be achieved in numerous ways, including
sound. Just like widescreen makes the viewer feel as if they're seeing more, sound locates not
only the character's body in the space, but by proxy, the audience member as well. As technology
has advanced, immersion has evolved into a vessel for distributing mass amounts of information
through the senses. Just as widescreen proved to offer more information through its grand visual
displays, sound also acts as a messenger. It is important to note that Cleo from 5 to 7 was
recorded with mono sound, which is far less immersive than something like 5.1 (which was used
in Lost in Translation) surround, however it is not explicitly the technical aspects that allow for
sound to be immersive. In this film sound operates as a further explanation of themes that are not
explicit. In William Johnson's piece “The Liberation of the Echo: A New Hearing for Film
Sound” he writes about how sound can operate in more ways than just one. “Sounds can also
convey information in place of language, as with coded knockings and horn blowings or with the
41
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cultural associations of sirens, whistling, finger tapping, and the like.” 43 In many ways sound is
one of the most effective communication devices, and embodies language at times when words
are either missing, or do not suffice. Although sound and image have not always been married,
the introduction of sound into cinema, had indelible effects on the viewing experience. Sound
offered a deeper understanding of the characters and the spaces within, the viewer now had the
ability to hear voices and tones; ways of speaking and existing. Sound brought more personality
to the screen, which in turn, asked for a deeper investment from the viewer's end. This
investment allowed for immersion to take total control over the viewer, as they now felt deeper,
more intimate connections with characters.
Lost In Translation is a film about two seemingly different people who collide in a hotel
in the center of Tokyo. Bill Murray’s character, Bob is an aging actor on the brink of irrelevance,
while Scarlett Johansson plays Charlotte, a recent college grad, married to a workaholic,
celebrity photographer. Charlotte and Bob are both plagued with feelings of invisibility and
neglect, and sound acts as a proxy for communication as the characters struggle to understand
and admit their problems.

[Figure 1 Charlotte sleeping]
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[Figure 2 Bob arriving in Tokyo]
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Bob is lacking in job opportunities, and goes to Tokyo to film a Japanese whiskey ad
with a big pay out. While Charlotte, is following her husband, who’s career seems to be taking
off, while she flounders. Neither Bob nor Charlotte have any desire to be where they are, but also
are unaware of where they’d rather be. Both are faced with questions of purpose, as they
continue making decisions in the hopes it will give them direction. For the remainder of the film
they embark on individual and unified journeys through Japan, forming a very intimate and
unlikely friendship. Charlotte and Bob are both at an impasse, and their meeting in a Tokyo hotel
elevator is in many ways clandestine. The two spend a lot of time alone in their rooms, or
walking throughout the hotel. Once they meet, they begin to expand outward together, going to
bars, clubs, and restaurants. In this film, it is almost immediately clear that paths of
communication are rather fractured. Whether that is because of cultural barriers, or the characters
unwillingness to be honest, sound is very quickly deemed as a tool for more direct
communication. It might be the grunts of a printer, or a man snoring in bed, the viewer is very
quickly fed a narrative through sound. Like Johnson had argued, sound identified itself as one of
the main sources of information a mere ten minutes into the film. The language barrier is very
quickly acknowledged as a struggle for the protagonists in this film, in a new country, with an
entirely foreign dialect, their body is inherently out of place. The contrast of the characters is
very clear, as Charlotte is considerably younger than Bob, yet they share the parallel concerns of
identity and place.
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[Figure 3 Bob also struggles to fall asleep]

[Figure 4 Charlotte struggles to fall asleep]

It seems that these two people are struggling with transition the most. Sound is used to
both centralize the body, as well as shows its alienation from its current space. Bill Murray’s
character, Bob, struggles to fall asleep, as he is met with a fax machine in his room, screeching
as it struggles to spit out paper [fig 4]. It is another fax from presumably his wife, or someone
back home, nagging him about a dresser that is to be in his study. Bob is clearly annoyed by this
communication, especially considering it is coming in at the wee hours of the morning in Tokyo.
But the sound tells us even more than that: this is an annoyance to him and he is bothered by it.
He ultimately dismisses it, signaling some sort of struggle in this relationship back home.
Scarlett Johansson’s character, Charlotte, also struggles to fall asleep, sitting on the window sill,
she longs for connection and attention, and is met by the sounds of her husband's aggressive
snoring [fig 4]. As she struggles with discomfort and loneliness, her partner is unable to offer
any resolve. Through diegetic sounds, the viewer is shown that both of these people are
unsatisfied in their relationships, although they are unable to outwardly express it.
This is precisely why sound is so essential to a viewer's immersion and understanding
of a narrative, because not everything can be communicated so honestly and directly through
dialogue. Just like widescreen, sound offers the audience an alternate way in understanding the
true meaning of a film, as well as new paths to enter the space. Because the film is without
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subtitles in its entirety, the viewer is never given the chance to understand what the people of
Tokyo are saying. This makes a lot of sense considering the filmmaker, Sofia Coppola, is
American, and has made a film that is loosely autobiographical. The audience, presumably an
American one, is supposed to feel disoriented. “Lost in Translation does not claim to represent
Tokyo authentically, objectively, or thoroughly; rather, every image has the fresh quality and
provisional status of a first impression.” 44 Lost in Translation is not depicting an accurate
representation of Tokyo, but rather, a very Western perspective of foreign travelers navigating the
city. This disorientation that Coppola incites is another tactic used to immerse the audience in the
specific experience of Charlotte and Bob, two people visiting a new country with no knowledge
of the language. In a sense the viewer is them, through the shared experience of confusion and
misunderstanding, an imminent feeling of disconnect and alienation arises in the characters and
the viewers as well. The sound in Lost in Translation is very interesting compared to that of
2001: A Space Odyssey, as both use sound as a means to alienate and emphasize the
overwhelming realities of traveling in unknown lands. This is where sound excels in the film. It
effectively illustrates how difficult it is to travel to a new country, especially when one has very
little security in themself.
Both characters are deeply uncomfortable in their surroundings, and their inability to
communicate with the people around them makes the tone of the film all the more anxious and
frustrating. Bob is a fading moving star, who was asked to be in a Japanese whiskey commercial,
it is clear that he is extremely unhappy with his life, and this situation is just the tip of the
iceberg. During the shooting of this commercial, Bob struggles to understand the instructions of
the director, as a translator seems to oversimplify the artist's request. This scene is very
reminiscent of Charlie Chaplin’s film The Great Dictator, which was his first talkie film. It
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follows Adenoid Hynkel, an absurdist caricature of Adolf Hitler, as he struggles to get his
message across to a typist. The contrast of the language barrier and both characters struggle to
communicate their feelings, makes for extremely tense and confusing emotions. It is clear within
twenty minutes of Coppola's film that this type of interaction will continue to pose a problem for
the characters, as they attempt to navigate a world they really have no desire to be in.

[Figure 5 Bob and Charlotte first meet]

[Figure 6 movie actress sings in bar]

Bob and Charlotte only formally meet a third of the way through the film [fig 5]. And
when they do it happens rather naturally, as if they have already met before. What the audience
has been told already is that both characters, although at very different stages of their lives, are
experiencing similar situations and feelings; most of which is illustrated through sound design.
An important detail for both the characters is that so far, their dialogue has been very minimal,
and although words are being spoken, not much is being said. But once they talk for the first
time, they quite quickly begin to learn a lot about each other, as the conversation evolves
naturally. Not once do the two exchange names, possibly alluding to the temporality of their
relationship or an immediate understanding of one another. The sounds that take the forefront are
ones of the exterior world, arcade music blaring, cars honking, an annoying water aerobics
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soundtrack, and distant voices. The characters are constantly bombarded with the sounds of this
new world, further emphasizing the overwhelm and uncertainty of the space around them.
Charlotte and Bob are both very quiet too, whatever emotions they are feeling are never clear on
the outside, both rely on aids like sound, to help them express how they are feeling. Even two
people who speak the same language still struggle in communicating with one another, and in
many ways sound carries this film, because thematically this film is about people who do not
have the capacity to communicate properly. The movie actress that Charlotte is bothered by
earlier in the film puts on a horribly annoying performance of “Nobody Does It Better” by Carly
Simon for a sparse audience in the hotel bar as Charlotte and Bob return from their outing [fig 6].
The camera moves back and forth between the two of them and the actress, on top of singing you
hear faint growns and giggles, as their desire for invisibility is expressed through the various
sounds and camera angles provided. In this scene we can already gauge a level of closeness that
these two share, as they both bemoan the thought of being spotted by this woman. Their desires
are something that are not ever explicit through visual imagery, again sound comes in to provide
further explanation of their true feelings throughout the film.

[Figure 7 Charlotte on a bus to Kyoto]

[Figure 8 Charlotte walks through Kyoto]
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Charlotte is a spectator, always observing the world around her, while never truly being
in it, this is usually paired with non-diegetic music [fig 7], I assume to emphasize her detachment
from the space. Charlotte’s role as spectator also appears to be a gendered distinction between
her and her male counterparts. She is always observing, while the men in her life, including Bob,
are always on the receiving end of those observations. Charlotte is rarely in silence, which is
another way that her body exists differently in space than Bob’s. The majority of Charlotte’s
solitary scenes either have music overlaid or she is listening to it through her headphones. In a
scene in her hotel she is fidgeting around the room as music plays with an ornamental chandelier
hanging from the ceiling–all you hear are the sounds of dream pop as she daddles, completely in
her own world. It quickly cuts to her husband setting up his camera equipment, talking about
upcoming shoots–she sits as he talks at her. The contrast is very harsh, and Charlotte’s position in
the world is clarified with sound’s function throughout the film. Charlotte is not listened to by
the one person she needs to be, and her life is constantly clouded by the sounds of other people's
lives. The use of non-diegetic music doesn’t usually locate the body in the ways diegetic sound
does, but here the inclusion of music in most of her solitary music may imply the lostness of her
body. Not only in this foreign space but in herself, unsure of her purpose, or where her body truly
belongs. Small details like these are so important to this film's foundation, and the messages it
attempts to convey.
Conversely, Bob rarely has scences by himself accompanied with non-diegetic sound,
which I found to be a defining factor between the two characters. Bob on the other hand, sort of
just lets things happen to him, and his apathy towards his life is creating problems that are
making him even more miserable. Charlotte and Bob have a large age gap and are at very
different stages in their lives. Here, sound gives the viewer clues to show that Charlotte is still
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uncomfortable with the lostness that surrounds living, while Bob has grown used to it through
time. While he is still unsatisfied with it, he has grown to understand and accept it to some
degree, while Charlotte still believes she can and will escape this feeling. Additionally, the
function of sound for both characters in the film seems to distinguish between gender. Coppola’s
use of sound is very good at conveying how different it is for a female body to exist through
space. The lack of scenes of Charlotte without diegetic sound may be implying that a woman in
space is never really alone, never really allowed to exist as an individual–whereas Bob is given
ample opportunity to.

[Figure 9 Bob sings karaoke]

[Figure 10 Charlotte sings karaoke]

Bob’s friendship with Charlotte is allowing him to see the full extent of dissatisfaction,
and the same for Charlotte. Both of them attempt to express their feelings to the ones they love
but their words have little impact on these people. In a karaoke scene shared with Bob and
Charlotte they both pick songs that seem to be hinting at their dissatisfaction with their
respective partners. Bob belts “(What’s So Funny ‘Bout) Peace, Love, and Understanding by
Elvis Costello [fig 9]. The lyrics seem to be very true to Bob’s experience, trapped in a loveless
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marriage, where he finds his needs are not being met, creating much suffering for him. Charlotte
sings “Brass in Pocket” by the Pretenders [fig 10], that is all about someone trying to be seen,
attempting to prove to this other person that they are special and unlike the rest. Which seems to
be a direct reference to her husband not seeing her for who she truly is, while being easily
consumed by work. This was a moment where non-diegetic sound became diegetic, and was a
means for the characters to communicate the faults in their relationship, although they weren’t
communicating it to their partners, only to each other. Yet another moment where sound aided in
the viewers immersion, by revealing truths about these characters, truths that were ambiguous
without this aid.
Non-diegetic sound in this film is also a very important tool to express the tonal themes
of the film. Most of the soundtrack is either dream pop music, or shoegaze, both quite different.
Dreampop is quite open and subtle, while shoegaze is much more overwhelming. This is
effectively representing the different feelings and states felt by the characters, overcome and
overwhelmed by the surroundings, while simultaneously feeling as if they're in a dreamspace.
And that is precisely the impact it has on its viewers, as they become equally as overwhelmed
and transient. Film scholar Geoff King discusses music’s role in the film in his book, Lost in
Translation, “the music invites the viewer to share vicariously some of the alienated or
disoriented experience of the character. Lost in Translation is a melodrama in the literal sense of
the term (melo- drama = music- drama), in which the music plays an important part in setting
emotional tone.” 45 Music in the film emphasizes what the characters are feeling, and in turn how
the viewers should feel. It communicates meaning and feeling when the characters are unable to
do it themselves.
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[Figure 11 Charlotte walks through Tokyo]

[Figure 12 Bob walks through an arcade]

Another important aspect of the film, are the scenes where Bob and Charlotte travel
throughout Tokyo, sound is strategically used to emphasize and disconnect and lostness. Both
characters are overwhelmed by the sounds of a foreign land, as their senses are constantly being
overcome with unfamiliar noise. The sound design of the film does an amazing job of exhibiting
the smallness of these people, especially in an unknown city, while simultaneously conveying the
largeness of their individual problems [fig 11 & 12]. While out of place, their problems seem to
be heightened, as they become increasingly more sensitive to just how insignificant their bodies
are in space. In one scene, Bob walks through the streets of Tokyo as if he tried to talk to his wife
over the phone, this call breaks up, and his wife's voice cracks, while he attempts to speak to
her–implying yet another clue of a fractured and failing marriage. Similarly, Charlotte sits in the
hotel bar with her husband and a movie actress who Charlotte has quickly deduced to be shallow
and stupid. As the two have a conversation Charlotte’s presence becomes drowned out,
surrounded by the hotel performers, and the actress's annoying laughter, coupled with her
husband's irritating interest in this woman. In both scenes sound illustrates each character's
smallness, with the help of surround sound.
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[Figure 13 Charlotte and Bob lay in bed]

Although they are in a bustling city, there are many scenes that are remarkable purely
because of their silence. It is the many ways that Charlotte and Bob interact, simply sitting in
silence together, as it is clearly very early on that these two struggle with their communication.
But it is in the silences, that their bond becomes stronger and more intimate, as if they can read
each other's minds. In one of Charlotte’s individual scenes she visited Kyoto, arguably more
serene than Tokyo, and it seems as if she is much more relaxed in this setting, at least her
loneliness feels more acceptable. Bob and Charlotte are people that are struggling with a deep
sense of loneliness, all the while being surrounded by sounds of life in Tokyo. But when they are
together their loneliness fuses, and its contrast to the loudness of the city is less drastic. In a
scene where Bob and Charlotte are laying in bed talking about life [fig 13], the only sounds other
than their voices are the faint sounds of cars throughout the city. This level of quiet almost feels
like an intrusion to those watching, such an intimate scene where it seems they are finally
addressing the problems in their life that they were so desperate to avoid. It feels as if you are
there with them, eavesdropping on their personal conversation. The way sound operates is
imperative to create a proper emotional response in its viewers, like in this scene, where the
silence almost acts as a forbidden key into a private world.
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Film scholar Claudia Gorbman writes about the effects of diegetic silence in her piece
“Narrative Film Music”, “....Diegetic sound with no music can function effectively to make the
diegetic space more immediate, more palpable, in the absence of that Muzak-like overlay so
often thrust on the spectator's consciousness. (It also emphasizes that the characters are not
speaking, where there is no music to mitigate this verbal silence.)” 46 This film exemplifies
Gorbman’s observations, as it relies heavily on both diegetic and non-diegetic sound, and the
silences tend to get lost in the pile. What diegetic silence creates, can arguably the most intimate
kind of sound between characters. Although this scene between Bob and Charlotte includes
diegetic sound, including their voices, it is devoid of the overwhelming and sometimes jarring
sounds of the city, as well as the soundtrack. This quiet and intimate conversation is prioritized
by the viewer as one of importance. Considering there are no other sounds present to distract the
viewer, the words being exchanged are deemed as a highly important point in the film. Where
the two finally seem to be openly communicating with one another. Gorbman defines these
scenes as “immediate” and “palpable”, which is felt in this scene, as the only aural stimulation
the viewer is given is speech.

[Figure 14 Bob leaving Tokyo]
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The final scenes of the film include Bob sitting in the back seat of a taxi, as it speeds
through Tokyo on his way to the airport [fig 14], finally accompanied by a non-diegetic sound,
the song “Just Like Honey” plays in the background. A sign of Bob reminiscing about the
sweetness of Charlotte and their connection, how their time together somehow suspended time
and their feelings of insignificance. Indicating a type of lostness that Bob has yet to feel, all the
while realizing that he will never feel this connection again. A brief, but incredibly intimate
connection between two people comes to an abrupt end, and the only way that the viewer was
able to enter it and understand it was through sound.

[Figure 15]

[Figure 16]

In their last interaction with each other, one that precedes this scene, Bob sees Charlotte
walk through town and runs out of the taxi that is taking him to the airport. They have very little
dialogue, as they embrace and Bob whispers something unintelligible into her ear [fig 15]. She
smiles and cries, and they kiss each other goodbye [fig 16]. Bob’s whisper is an incredibly
important part of the film, as their intimate connection is solidified. Only the two of them truly
know about each other and their connection, even if they rarely ever spoke frankly, it became an
implicit understanding. Two people who are not truly seen by anyone in their worlds, find each
other, and in many ways the viewer is the only one to witness their connection deepen. The
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audience has an intimate viewing of this relationship unfold, while no one else in their world is
there to take notice. Through the immersive and layered sound grows a deep intimacy, as the
viewer feels as if they're seeing something for their eyes only. The most ideal situation for two
people to enter a kind of affair, in an expansive city where they are insignificant, and in
relationships where they seem to be as well. The film ends with two transformed characters, the
clandestine meeting that takes place allows the characters to see that there is more to life than
what's in front of them. The viewer sees a genuine connection between two people, quite
different from their relationships with their partners.
It’s important to note that the director of this film, Sofia Coppolla’s father, Francis, was
known as a pioneer of sound design in the early 70s. Walter Murch famously worked on many of
Coppola’s films including the The Godfather Trilogy. In an interview with Frank Paine, Murch
argues “Yet there is-there has to be some kind of connection being made, a mental connection.
Out of the juxtaposition of what sound it telling you, you (the audience) come up with third idea
which is composed of both picture and sound and resolves their superficial differences”47 The
way that the two interact, as Murch describes it is like a ballet, “there are times when they must
touch, there must be moments where they make some kind of contact, but then they can be off
again”48 In Lost in Translation, image and sound are heavily intertwined, as sound acts in many
ways as the major unifying language between the characters and the setting. In this film the
image does not provide the same amount of information, and needs help from other sources, like
sound to fully get its message across. We see a similar theme of this in 2001: A Space Odyssey, a
movie with very dialogue that relies on sound or the lack of it, to convey the richness of the
story. The image provides the viewer with one product, and the sound offers another, from there
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a third product is born through this coupling. Like Murch says, the third idea “resolves their
superficial differences”.
Another film that shares similar themes of purpose, specifically through the lens of
womanhood is Cleo From 5 to 7. The film by Agnes Varda follows a jaded pop singer, as she
walks through the streets of Paris while awaiting test results that may tell her she has cancer.
Varda tackles femininity, patriarchy, and subjectivity, centered around a beautiful body under
attack. This film deals with sound in a much less explicit manner, as its emphasis is focused on
words, and miscommunication of them. It also looks closely at the body, specifically the female
bodies, and how they are interpreted as shallow and material to the outside world. Nonetheless, it
is incredibly immersive, in the way that it centralizes a woman's body in space; through sounds
and language.
Time plays an important role throughout the film, as through the title alone, the viewer
understands the amount of time that this investment requires. Authors Geraldine Pratt and Rose
Marie San Juan discuss this in their book Film and Urban Space. In the second chapter of the
book titled “Potential of Cinematic Time”, the authors discuss the viewers heightened awareness
of time throughout Cleo from 5 to 7. They write “The marking of time in Cleo from 5 to 7 invites
the viewer not to watch a film but to consciously spend time in a film, and to experience time
through the heightening of its limit. Instead of the cinema’s usal erasure of actual time in order to
transport one into another world, this film is entirely concerned with what it means to be in time”
49

This is very specific to Cleo’s experience as the possibility of her time being shortened, she

begins to reconcile with what time actually means to her. She is being confronted with the
impermanence of time, and this is emphasized with the two hour window Varda allows for. The
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viewer is also given a window in which their attention should be focused, in a sense Varda
inviting the audience to enter, with the exception that there is a limit to the journey.

[Figure 1 Cleo’s hand]

[Figure 2 Tarot reader lays out cards]

[Figure 3 Cleo’s face]

It begins with a tarot reading, no faces, just hands and voices [fig 1]. The majority of the
scene is in black and white except for the tarot cards, as the woman shuffles through them
informing Cleo of her fate [fig 2] . From this scene alone the viewer learns that the protagonist is
a superstitious person, fearing her own mortality. The viewer gets an immediate sense of this
person's life, without having seen her face. We hear the older tarot reader's voice, along with
Cleo’s as she confirms Cleo’s fears. An incredibly important beginning of a film that is centered
around a woman’s face, and the consequences of it. She interacts with the tarot reader rather
shortly, Cleo is familiar with tarot, and would rather the woman just cut to chase. It is only when
the reader mentions an illness do we finally see the protagonist's face, and she is in tears [fig 3].
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In this scene acousmatic sound comes to the forefront, and is able to communicate messages that
may have been hidden if the image was the focus. Film composer and scholar Michael Chion
talks about this concept in The Sound Studies Reader: “Acoustmatic sound draws our attention to
sound traits normally hidden from us by the simultaneous sight of the causes––hidden because
this sight reinforces the perception of certain elements of the sound and obscures others. The
acousmatic truly allows sound to reveal itself in all its dimensions.” 50 Cleo’s face is only shown
towards the end of reading, as this scene asks the viewer to focus on sound completely. It is a
close-up shot of her tear-eyed face Especially pertinent to the film's theme, where image rules the
protagonist's life, this scene is one of the few moments where sound is prioritized. The viewer is
quickly thrust into this world, and the protagonist's fear is felt through the screen. The audience
learns that words meant to console the woman, who is in the process of grieving her own death,
will be of little help. Her mind is already made up, as she believes she will not survive this. Her
vanity seems to be the only thing keeping her sane, as she looks longingly into the mirror
marveling at her own beauty, she feels a sense of relief. She exits the tarot office and is
immediately met with the sounds of the city, mainly cars and men ogling as she passes by. An
important detail is the presence of inner monologues, both from Cleo and the people who are
meant to support her. The monologues of her confidants are either complaining about Cleo’s
concerns or gawking at her beauty. None of the people who are there to guide her, can see her as
anything more than a product. And her relentless vanity is definitely not helping. Cleo is rarely
ever alone with her thoughts, not that she would prefer it this way–but it seems to get in the way
of truly coming to terms with her reality. What is very quickly and effectively portrayed in this
film is the overwhelm of both the city and the possibility of Cleo’s body failing her. The extent
of her vanity begins to feel like a cry for help, as she drowns herself in compliments, it appears it
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truly is the only thing keeping her from falling off the deep end. Sound not only polarizes Cleo’s
body, but demystifies the idea that beauty as currency is a sustainable way to live. She is
constantly seen speaking to herself, admiring her startling beauty, and as the film progresses the
viewer learns of the hollowness of her words.

[Figure 4 Cleo and Angele in taxi]

[Figure 5 Street view from taxi]

Through sound Cleo realizes just how small she is, similar to that of Bob and
Charlotte–the sounds of the city are a constant reminder to these characters of their
insignificance. This happens naturally when one is seen walking through a large bustling city,
where anonymity thrives, and individuality gets lost in the masses. The sounds of a train station
or a bustling cafe can very quickly convey a sense of insignificance. In a taxi on the way home
Cleo sits with her assistant Angele [fig 4], she is first harassed by men in the car next to hers,
then bombarded by a raucous gang of theater students, Cleo’s song comes on the radio, drowning
out the chaos as the taxi maneuvers through the busy and congested streets. The taxi driver, who
is a woman, talks about being assaulted by a group of young men who did not pay their fare [fig
5]. Cleo is astonished to hear this, and wonders why the woman would continue in this field.
Here, intersectional pathways of womanhood develop, as Cleo realizes that her experience with
femininity is much different than the taxi drivers, and that she is protected in many ways because
of her beauty and status. As they’re stuck in traffic the driver asks if she can play the radio, and
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Cleo and Angele oblige. This first thing that plays is an ad for “Whiskey Shampoo for American
Women”, the camera cuts to Angele touching her hair in response. An implication of active
listening, hinting at the reality for women that there is always more they can do to be beautiful.
The camerawork in this scene makes it feel as if the viewer is in the passenger seat, watching the
chaos of the city. The camerwork also makes clear the range of women that are sitting in the taxi,
their roles and how they all, as women, exist in the world in different ways. This specific scene is
very important for the function of sound in the film. It is here where the chaos of her situation
explodes, as the possibility of illness to Cleo has taken over her world, but the greater space
seems unbothered by this development. After the shampoo ad that was narrated by a woman,
coverage of the Algerian War begins, which is read by a man. The inclusion of the Algerian war
is another important detail in this film's foundation. The threat of war that is shown in the film
could be paralleling another invasion of someone's world, in this case cancer on Cleo’s body.
Not only is this a parallel to Cleo’s situation but it is also Varda making political
commentary on France’s occupation. As the coverage continues, the car grows silent, as the
camera angles towards Cleo’s window, capturing the pedestrians as they make their daily
commute. The silence here is strategic, implying unresolved and confused understandings of the
country’s political actions. Theodor Adorno writes about evolution of music within capitalism
and the development of regressive listening as a result in “On the Fetish Character In Music and
The Regression of Listening”. “If nobody can any longer speak, then certainly nobody can any
longer listen.”51 As they drive throughout the city they radio plays an advertisement and quickly
switches to war coverage. The space falls silent as their listening seems to have been
interrupting, no longer hearing what they want to hear.
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The sound of silence seems to imply a cultural passivity that exists within France, as the
reporter recounts the deaths, there are no reactions or comments. This scene is also expressive of
similar questions of purpose, considering it was historically perceived as an incredibly
unnecessary war that led to much death and suffering. In a way paralleling the illness that
plagues Cleo, something that inevitably will change the entire trajectory of her life. This film
makes many illusions about purpose, through the lens of a beautiful woman, reconciling with her
life’s meaning as she is confronted with the possibility of death.
In many ways the viewer is tricked into believing this film is really about image, by
making Cleo the main focal point, but in reality the film is about listening. Whether it's
expressed from the perspective of a woman struggling to be heard, or an unnecessary and deadly
war that is not talked about. As Cleo walks through Paris she attempts to find purpose and
identity through sound and listening, and only finds that in the final chapter of the film.
In both films, the characters have many moments of silence, as they struggle with
identity and major life changes, and music comes in to provide the words that the characters lack.
Music also develops this level of silence, by expressing what these moments of silence actually
mean for the characters. Music is posed as a huge identifier for Cleo, it is what she’s known for,
and the viewer is made to assume it is something she is passionate about. Yet, it is one of the
largest identifiers in Cleo’s dishonesty and hollowness. In a scene with her songwriters [fig 7],
many emotions begin to come to surface, as the men attempt to cheer a clearly distraught Cleo
up. As she sings she becomes overcome by the lyrics, as space and time are lost, we see only
Cleo as she appears to be overcome by her own words. These people attempt to lighten the mood
through music, rather than actually listening to her. Yet again reinforcing the lack of care felt for
Cleo, if she were to voice her problems, all of her feminine appeal would be lost. Her lover is to
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pay a visit, and her assistant Angele recommends Cleo not mention her illness to him, as he
would not like it. Further proof that a woman with problems, becomes less of a woman. Music is
also used as a tool to reinforce her femininity, in many scenes it actually succeeds in sexualizing
Cleo. When her lover comes, her demeanor changes entirely, acting naive and shy around the
man–attempting to come off as innocent and pure as possible. Author Hilary Neroni speaks of
this in her book Feminist Theory and Cleo from 5 to 7, “Varda overlays a track of sentimental
music that one might find in a popular romantic film, and this reveals to the viewer the clichéd
nature of Cléo’s actions.”52 Music reveals the artificiality and shallowness of Cleo’s identity, as
the viewer learns the identities she does possess are only ever for others.

[Figure 6 Cleo with her lover]

[Figure 7 Cleo with her songwriters]

Music plays when she’s around her love interest, as she tries to communicate her fear of
illness, but her beauty acts as a distraction to him [fig 6]. There are very few silent scenes,
someone always has something to say to Cleo, yet it is never what she wants to hear. This idea is
in large part a product of patriarchy, where physical appearance is valued higher than anything
else. Cleo’s worries and fears of death are an annoyance to the people around her, because it is
further proof that she is more than just a body. The way that sound illustrates Cleo’s own
feeling, mirrors that of Lost In Translation. Specifically Charlotte’s scenes, where sound is able
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to express her true feelings about her dissatisfaction. Both of them conflate their lostness and
lack of purpose, as reasoning for the lack of care and interest people have for them. In a sense,
Cleo’s body, the way that she exists for other people, manifests as a language barrier. As she
struggles to be heard, her fears grow deeper and deeper and she comes to understand just how
alone she is. People seem to have very little interest in Cleo beyond her beauty, and that is
expressed by music constantly interrupting Cleo’s dialogue. For the first time in her life, Cleo’s
physical appearance becomes a hindrance to her, as know one can see past it. No one can
acknowledge that she is a whole person, with anxieties and struggles, only that she is an object to
marvel at. Her struggles are reminiscent of Charlotte’s in Lost In Translation, a woman who is
not being truly seen in a time of need. A specific scene of Charlotte’s that reminded me of Cleo
was when Charlotte had a negative opinion of her husband's actress friend. Her opinion is
immediately mocked, and he attributes her negativity to Charlotte believing she’s smarter than
everyone else. Here is an instance of a woman causing dismay for others the minutes she speaks
negatively to someone. As if women are constantly expected to be paragons of joy and light. I
think both examples convey how language operates differently for men and women, and how
they ultimately conflict. Varda illustrates through sound and image, the massive disparities that
exist between a woman's life and a man’s.
At home with Angele she is agitated by the feeling of illness, and she quickly changes
into something more comfortable, yet still incredibly feminine and presentable. Once her lover
arrives her mood very quickly changes, to one that is childish and submissive, as she seeks the
attention of her boyfriend. The camera moves onto her lying in bed, and a close up shot of her
and the man interacting, here we are given insight into Cleo’s range. A very specific experience
to women, is their ability, or rather their requirement, to be multiple different people in one in
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order for survival. Steven Ungar writes in his book Cleo from 5 to 7 “As they move through bits
and pieces of songs, each successive composition evokes a different female persona—the woman
of a thousand faces, the gold digging liar, the flirt—that Cléo seems to sample, much as she had
tried on hats.”53 Cleo is performing for her boyfriend, in an attempt to receive love from a man
that only sees her as a mass. The music is more evidence of the performative nature in Cleo’s
interactions with people, it is transactional. Similarly to Charlotte, Cleo doesn’t know who she is
to herself, only what she is to other people. This is heavily evoked in the score, used in a very
similar way as Lost In Translation. Sound, specifically music, operates as a language for a
woman who is always surrounded by other people's words, but never her own. Music not only
aids in the illusion of Cleo’s femininity, but also shows the depth of her existence in the world, as
she tackles being several people at once. What the viewer gets from this is an incredibly rich and
immersive understanding of what is to exist in the world as a woman, and the many layers and
levels necessary to be deemed as valuable.

[Figure 8+ 9 Cleo walks Paris alone]

[Figure 10 Cleo in a cafe]

It is not until halfway through the film that we see Cleo’s body moving through space
alone, when she decides she wants to leave her apartment and be by herself. She is finally fed up
with the expectations of others, while confronting her mortality. As she leaves her home, she
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changes into a much simpler outfit, taking out her hair extensions and adding a necklace to
complete her look. This is a pivotal moment where she realizes the world she is participating in,
and capitalizing on is completely shallow, and the power she thought she had, is actually
weakness. The only real thing in her life is her illness, and that isn't acknowledged. The
simplification of her appearance is Cleo in essence surrendering, realizing that her hair
extensions have only ever been material. She exits her home, and is immediately spat out on the
lively streets of Paris [fig 8]. In a walking sequence, all the viewer hears are the sounds of Paris,
accompanied by Cleo’s heels clicking the cement; as people on the street undress her as they
walk [fig 9]. This scene shows how sound is used to not only locate the body, but value it, as the
world falls silent, people gawk, mesmerized by her beauty. Cleo puts on a song of hers at a cafe
she enters, and those around her very quickly find the noise annoying [fig 10]. This is where
thematically sound becomes very important, when she realizes the one thing that gives her life
purpose, is not appreciated by the public. She watches the world unfold around, now in the
position of the observer, she accepts her smallness. Like Charlotte, she observes the scenes of
life that appear before her–as she struggles to understand the temporality and fragility of her
own. Cleo’s character arc reminded of Charles Baudelaire’s work “The Painter of Modern Life
and Other Essays”, specifically his use of the word flânuer. The word translates to “stroller”
“lounger”, or “saunterer”, and is derived from the word flânerie, which is the act of strolling.
Baudelaire continues, “...or we might liken him to a mirror as vast as the crowd itself; or to a
kaleidoscope gifted with consciousness, responding to each one of its movements and
reproducing the multiplicity of life and the flickering frace of all the elements of life.” 54 Cleo’s
relationships with mirrors is very interesting throughout the film, and Baudelaire’s essay inspires
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the idea that she is a mirror herself, a reflection of everyone else's gaze except her own. Cleo
begins to embody a new role throughout the film, a role foreign to her, as she seeks answers from
the outside world. She becomes the spectator, as she comes to learn that life as the object is
completely meaningless, and the only way she will truly know herself is surrendering this role.
She moves around the city in hopes of finding purpose, by no longer being the object but the
watcher of life. It is an interesting development considering at one point she mentions to
Dorothee that she never walks alone. This shift is pivotal as she embraces this new role of
watcher and wanderer, her opinion of herself has changed. Sound in the film is used to
essentially debunk the efficacy and real value of image, and this especially felt in the sequences
where Cleo is walking throughout the city.
Cleo from 5 to 7 is a feminist film, as it focuses on the transactional nature of women in
society, through spectatorship, specifically through its demystification of image. It brilliantly
takes the audience in, and shows them a very specific depiction of womanhood. Author Hilary
Neroni rights about Varda’s observations of beauty and femininity in her book Feminist Film
Theory and Cleo From 5 to 7. “Varda engages ideal beauty while making the viewer aware of its
relationship to nothingness—the fact that there is nothing substantial to it.” It is constantly
realized through the film that beauty, although valued by society, is ultimately insufficient, as
Cleo recognizes the body that has provided her with so much (or so she thinks), is failing her.
Cleo from 5 to 7 tackled feminism and patriarchy through form and movement, and with the
presence of a constant spectator. The body plays a huge role in this film, not just ailing body, but
a female one and how it exists in space–particularly the filmic space. In one scene Cleo enters an
art class, where her best friend is the model. The artists continue scratching at the sculptures but
their eyes are on her, as she moves through the room, reaching to greet her friend Dorotheé. The
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sounds of the scratching coupled with the constant eye on Cleo, implies the fleeting and
unavailing nature of Cleo’s objectification. Sound here is strategically used to illustrate how Cleo
exists in this world, as object, and nothing more. Dorothee finishes up her modeling and they
leave together, driving through the streets of Paris. Dorotheé is really the first person to listen to
Cleo about her anxieties, and offers the most validating treatment of Cleo, which is merely
listening to her. Soon she’s alone again, her beauty disillusions the world, convincing us that
someone of that beauty could never really be lonely. But in fact this feeling plagues Cleo
tremendously. We see her opinion of herself begin to fracture through mirrors, as throughout the
allotted time Cleo begins to realize the shallowness of her image.

[Figure 11 Cleo walks through park] [Figure 12 Cleo poses on stairs] [Figure 13 Antoine approaches Cleo]

After getting out of a taxi she strolls through a park, you hear birds chirping and water
trickling in the background, it is the most peaceful and calm moment in the film [fig 11]. As she
watches water flow through a creek a man approaches her and initiates a conversation, arguably
in a very similar manner to Bob and Charlotte’s first conversation [fig 13]. It happens rather
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naturally, and the two get comfortable and acquainted with one another quite quickly. Two
people find each other at pivotal moments in their lives, and through conversation come to their
own life-altering realizations. The man is on leave, and is set to return back to Algeria to fight on
the front lines. They are in remarkably similar situations, in one way or another, both of them are
approaching possible death. He is one of the only men who seems to have a genuine interest in
Cleo, he only knows her as a woman with real human fears, rather than a self-absorbed pop star.
Antoine is also incredibly persistent, and at times a nuisance to her, something Cleo is not
accustomed to. She is amazed by how much he has to say to a stranger, but the oddity is also
quite welcome to her. Earlier in the film the audience hears about news of the Algerian War on
the radio as Angele and Cleo head home in a taxi. This inclusion foreshadows the meeting of
Cleo and Antoine, as he prepares to go back to war, and she attempts to mediate her current
situation. Sound operates as a proverbial treasure map for what lies next in Cleo’s journey around
Paris. As they walk through the park, it is revealed that both of them are dealing with issues of
identity and purpose, as Cleo is facing the possibility that her life might end, and Antoine is
being sent into a war fighting for a cause he does not understand. Their meeting marks the
conclusion of the movie, as through their interaction, they find themselves soothed by the sounds
of each other's voices. Antoine is the first person to truly listen to Cleo, and understand her
position, as he is asking similar questions of life and purpose.The film ends with Cleo’s image
finally not acting as the main influence in her interactions, as she is finally being heard, and
through this recognition, comes to further understand her own identity.
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[Figure 14]

[Figure 15]

French film theorist and composer Michel Chion writes about different modes of
listening in his book The Sound Studies Reader. “Let us note that in the cinema, causal listening
is constantly manipulated by the audiovisual contract itself, especially through the phenomenon
of synchresis. Most of the time we are dealing not with the real initial causes of the sounds, but
causes that the film makes us believe in.”55 In the same way that widescreen manipulates the
viewer to believe that they are seeing more, sound tricks them into believing that it is being
sourced from specific places, in order to further a story. The disparity between sound and image
in Cleo from 5 to 7 motivates the viewer to only really focus on the image, whereas the
engagement of sound in Lost In Translation is to look for a story past the image. Sound is so
immersive because of the sheer power it wields over the viewer's interpretation of the story, it
can ground one's interpretation or totally polarize it.
What this film excels in, is capturing very ordinary images, that end up having a
profound effect on the viewer. Film scholar Elizabeth Anthony writes, “Varda forces the
spectator to remain critical. Moreover, the use of jump-cuts, the periodic disengagement of sound
and image, and the self-conscious or roving camera distance the spectator and make it difficult
for him/her to forget that the film is a film” 56 This film is incredibly layered, as Varda uses
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strategic editing to remind the viewer that Cleo is not only supposed to be the object for the
people within the film, but the spectator as well. This idea of sound and image being disengaged
successfully reinforces to the spectator Cleo’s body is purely for the pleasure of others, as she is
an object for the gaze. This implies the magnitude that sound has, as it was able to convince the
viewer that she is nothing more than an image, rather than a fully formed person. The idea of
disengaged sound and image is such an incredibly profound and true depiction of life as a
woman, as a woman’s voice is always secondary to her image. Through spectatorship, a constant
and watchful eye, she is objectified, and the depth of her identity is merely a hindrance to her
image's value. Film scholar Edward Branigan discusses Christian Metz theory of sound and
image in his paper “Sound and Epistemology in Film”. “According to Metz, sounds function as
adjectives which merely describe or characterize substances which are fundamentally visual and
properly named by a noun.” 57 Looking at this argument through the lens of Cleo from 5 to 7, we
can conclude that the disjointed relationship between sound and image is very pointed. Sound
operates as a descriptor, providing the image with intricacies and a more thorough understanding
of what lies on the screen. In this film the viewer is fed an image without those intricacies, as
sound is very strategically lacking. This use of sound very astutely conveys what life is like for
Cleo, like a noun without an adjective. She is hollow, solely relying on the perception of her
image and nothing more. When she looks in the mirror she sees this image and marvels at it, but
as time passes the mirror becomes a constant reminder that there is nothing past her reflection.
Cleo is merely a shadow of a person, who perpetuates this problem with her own vanity, as she
desperately seeks the eyes of the outside world.
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The idea of the flâneur exists in both films, as they both capture bodies moving through
vast city spaces. Baudelaire continues in his essay: “to be away from home and yet to feel
oneself everywhere at home; to see the world, to be at the centre of the world, and yet to remain
hidden from the world––surch are a few of the slightest pleasures of those independent,
passionate natures which the tongue can but clumsily define. The spectator is a prince who
everywhere rejoices in his incognito.”58 Cleo and Charlotte both struggle with identity and
purpose, and this plays out while they navigate large urban spaces. The realities of these women
become clear in this setting, as they are continually objects of the male gaze throughout the city
spaces. The argument that sound has a tendency to provide more information than visual clues
seems to be a direct implication of womanhood, as these two women struggle to find their voice
in society. In a his essay in “The Auditory Dimension”, philosopher Don Ihde, discusses the
profound depth that sound instills into image:
With sound a certain liveliness also makes a richer appearance. I walk into the Cathedral
of Notre Dame in Paris for the first time. Its emptiness and high arching dark interior are
awesome, but it bespeaks a certain monumentality. It is a ghostly reminder of civilization
long past, its muted walls echoing only the shuffle of countless tourist feet. Later I return,
and a high mass is being sung: suddenly the mute walls echo and reecho and the singing
fills the cathedral. Its soul has momentarily returned, and the mute testimony of the past
has once again returned to live in the moment of the ritual. Here the paired “regions” of
sight and sound “synthesize” in dramatic richness.59
Here Ihde talks about sound's ability to emphasize image, providing a level of depth in which
something considered static, suddenly comes to life. Sound and image each provide their own
individual pathways of information, but sound particularly adds a layer of body and depth. The
idea that sound provides more body to image, is paralleling the argument by film scholar
Christian Metz, that sound acts as an ‘adjective’ for image. Both implying a level of depth that is
only attainable through sound.
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The idea that sound provides this level of explanation and depth to image is prevalent in
both of these films. As it acts as an aid for characters who struggle with identity and
communication. In both films the main characters struggle to understand themselves and
communicate their feelings. Normally, characters like this would make it difficult for a viewer to
truly immerse themselves within the story, but sound offers insight into the true depth of these
people. An image, generally speaking, is direct, and in its directness, it is flat. Sound, as a fluid,
stretches the image, adding depth and the possibility for further exploration. Sound is
information, and unlike image, must be found, the viewer has to enter the space to figure out
exactly where it's coming from. Just as sound provides further investigation to an image's
meaning, it also provides the same for the characters as well. Passive characters unable to
express themselves rely on external sources of information. What all of these characters share is
a struggle to assert themselves in a legitimate way. Their pleas are ignored as their positions in
the world do not allow for a deep investigation into their true feelings. Sound is context, it is an
elaboration of an image, allowing for the viewers to fall deeper into the space. “In the cinema to
look is to explore at once spatially and temporally, in a “given-to-see” (field of vision) that has
limits contained by the screen. But listening, for its part, explores in a field of audition that is
given or even imposed on the ear; this aural field is much less limited or confined, its contours
uncertain and changing.” 60 Chion describes image to be limited, while sound seems to have a
much more open structure, unconfined and constantly changing. It is transient, and offers image
elaboration with the fluidity that image lacks.
In these two films we see the image and sound relationship play out, as image provides
one source of information, and sound has the power to totally transform the interpretation of that
information. In the same way that widescreen was able to convey physical themes of expansion
60
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and colonialism, sound in these films provides further exploration of the mental components of
the film. Sound also defines gendered positions in the film’s, as the female protagonists are
consistently dismissed through image–sound provides agency for both Cleo and Charlotte. While
offering a depth of Tokyo and Paris, as well as the implications of the protagonist's bodies
moving through them. Sound is fluid and transient, which is why it has the capacity to provide
explanation and exploration of space, as the viewer must look within to know where it’s coming
from and its implications. In these films sound has embodied communication, and thus allowed
for further immersion into the narrative. Expressing realities of womanhood, and the chaos of
urban spaces, as well as tackling struggles with identity and purpose. Sound added layers to
narrative, offering a level of depth that couldn’t have been achieved without it. The audience is
allowed entry and exploration into these cinematic spaces via the rich narratives that sound
produces, by being offered realities that could not have been recognized through image alone.
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Conclusion

The actualization and deepening of space seen in these films, has offered audiences a
visceral and comprehensive understanding of narrative, as well as rich understanding of the
space itself. Widescreen as seen in The Big Trail and 2001: A Space Odyssey, as well as a
multi-layered sound design seen in Lost in Translation and Cleo from 5 to 7 allow viewers to
perceive space on deep physical and mental levels, with the amount of spatial context they hold.
In all of the films, narrative was stretched and extended through these technologies, by allowing
for an overwhelm of background information, empowering the viewer to viscerally feel the space
presented. Widescreen and sound design emphasize the power of background, specifically, the
amount of depth that background can provide. Through this influx of visual and aural
information, an audience is immersed through a deep sense of understanding, and a wide image.
The overwhelm that a wide image and sound create, produces a viewing experience in which the
audience's senses is the target, inviting them to enter the spaces presented through this
sensorially engaged experience. The prioritization and engagement of background gifts the
audiences with a depth of space that not only enhances the viewer’s sensorial experience but the
narrative itself. It’s pretty remarkable, but also predictable that the entrance into a more
immersive cinematic experience came from a place of economic desperation. Arguably one of
the contributing factors as to why it stuck, as distributors were desperate to keep cinema relevant
and exciting as television swept through and made permanent residence in American homes.
Sound had a similar impact on cinema, although it would change drastically over time, it was
also marketed as something more to the cinematic experience. Both were doubted, seen as
distractions and deterring from the beauty of the original cinematic form, but eventually came to
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be known as incredible technologies that had indelible impacts on the moviegoing experience.
As we’ve seen in the films, all from vastly different points in film history, the technologies of
widescreen and sound offered something new and exciting– a comprehensive knowledge of
cinematic spaces, widening a viewer's idea of space for a deep exploration into other worlds.
In The Big Trail and 2001: A Space Odyssey, the viewer is sent on a journey through vast
and boundless spaces. Widescreen is able to capture incredible amounts of visual information
that allow those watching a comprehensive and visceral understanding of the spaces shown.
What the wide images offer in these films is an overwhelm of space, whether that space is
packed with people and buggies, or completely devoid of human involvement, an additional
physical narrative develops through the actualization of space in both films. Conveying themes
of American greed and a deep-seated desire to conquer and expand as much land as possible is
accentuated with widescreen.
The Big Trail’s director Raoul Walsh was able to illustrate the vastness, prospects, and
dangers of Western expansion, as well as the sheer scale and beauty of the American landscape.
Each scene is tremendously layered with people and things, and the viewer's eye is never bored.
This is a physical movie, where the dialogue provided significantly less narrative than the space
itself. He illustrates the highs and lows of this journey, and uses landscape as a tool to instill
optimism and fear, as the settlers endeavor West. Walsh's visual style is similar to genre paintings
in its ability to capture ordinary images and make them into a spectacle. The film is layered with
people and objects, and of course beautiful landscapes. The viewer is consistently warmed by the
constant presence of people and movement, the space represented is one that is never lonely.
Widescreen shows all in this film, and accentuates the trials of the pioneers, while serving as
visual reminder for what the challenge is all for. Movement is a large part of this film, and
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widescreen is able to capture the extent and range of it, as well as provide the audience with a
rhythm that catalyzes their immersion.
In 2001: A Space Odyssey, we see similar themes of colonialism and exploration.
However the director, Stanley Kubrick, uses the abundance of space widescreen provides,
against the viewer. Creating a cold distant environment by using negative space to incite feelings
of isolation and fear. Through the sheer scale of the frame, the characters insignificance and
helplessness takes center stage. As Kubrick illustrates the relationship between humans and
computers through the coldness he conveys. The isolation conveyed becomes palpable, as the
boundless frame is felt by the viewer, overwhelmed and conquered by the vast space. What the
film lacks in dialogue, it gains in space, and ultimately is what allows this film to be so
incredibly interpretive. Instead of using context like dialogue, the viewer is tasked to interpret the
story with space, and all its morbid implications.
In Lost in Translation and Cleo from 5 to 7 sound acts as an explanation or elaboration of
the images that are offered, providing new pathways of understanding thus resulting in further
exploration and immersion into the films. Sound highlights the importance of background, in a
similar way the widescreen does, by revealing the value of the space beyond. As the main
characters struggle to communicate their feelings and desires, sound comes in to express these
feelings for them.
In Coppola’s film, sound very explicitly offers a deeper understanding of both the
characters true feelings, as well as general cinematic themes. As the protagonist's struggle with
identity in purpose in a completely foreign land, sound simultaneously reveals the characters'
individual struggles as well as the universal confusion and occasional discomfort that comes with
foreign travel. Music fills the silence, making narrative implications, and setting the tone of the
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film while simulatenously distinguishing between the two protagonists' positions in the world.
The audience is provided with a plethora of aural context surrounding the lives of people, who
struggle to intellectualize their feelings on most matters. Coppola shows us a very American
perspective of travel, specifically navigating a country outside of the West, and this accentuated
by sound role. Sound illustrates a very confused and disoriented environment, as Charlotte and
Bob struggle with purpose and the meaning of life, while being surrounded in a space that they
have no knowledge of. For Charlotte, sound is specifically apt at expressing her struggles as a
woman in this setting, as her voice is rarely ever heard by the people that she wished to be heard
by. She is often surrounded by non-diegetic music, which extends this idea that she is not really
seen by the people in her world. Sound provides context and background in this film, something
essential in a viewer's absorption and immersion, as the viewer cannot totally gauge the whole
story from the dialogue alone.
In Cleo from 5 to 7, the viewer sees a very distant and detached relationship between
sound and image. As the main focus of the film is image, specifically Cleo’s image. This
distance, not only reminds the viewer what they should be focusing on, but also implies the
realities of women in society, where they are objectified first and listened to second. The
disengagement of sound is also illustrating how Cleo exists in society, implying that the identity,
or rather identities that she knows are hollow, and purely for the benefit of other people.
Listening throughout this film is in Adorno’s words, ‘regressive’, simultaneously illustrating the
lack of agency in a woman’s voice, as well as cultural silences present in 1960’s France. Sound is
essential in communicating these themes of identity and purpose, as the film centralizes and
prioritizes image, as a means to convey the effects of patriarchy. Leaving vast amounts of space
for interpretation– sound comes in to provide context and depth to a woman who is rarely offered
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it. Non–diegetic sound is especially effective at communicating Cleo’s difficulty with her
identity. Music plays when Cleo is performing for the people in life, specifically men, and it
reveals the many different roles she fills in order to be valued. The use of sound to emphasize the
role of women in society is seen in both films, as sound at many times is used to reveal the
disparities between the men and women within the films.
Through the advancement of the widescreen film and sound design, cinema has long
separated itself from other art forms. Specifically in its ability to mimic the ways in which we see
and hear our world–actualizing space to such a degree that a viewer can viscerally feel the space
constructed. Widescreen is able to do this through its expansive and all-encompassing
physicality, illustrating the importance of background and everything occurring within the wide
frame. Its size alone makes an image into spectacle, and creates an environment so wide that the
viewer feels as if they are within the frame. While multi-layered sound design provides more
depth, and in a sense, explains the image offered, familiarizing the viewer with the space, which
in turn allows for immersion. All of the films allow for a depth of sensorial understanding that is
imperative towards a viewer's immersion. The specific operations used in these films, whether
that be widescreen or sound, offer context, when other pathways of understanding lack. Both of
which create a narrative dependent on physical space, and allow for a viewer to understand it to
such a degree, that they may feel as if they're there. While one might think of immersion as a 3D
film, in these examples it is far simpler. The films discussed have provided an immersive
experience in which the viewer is provided with enough sensorial information, that they feel they
know the space shown. Proving that image and sound alone, can throw an audience into an
entirely new space. Widescreen and multi-layered sound allow an audience the opportunity to
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gain a sense of space, something previously known to be intangible, has now because of cinema,
become within reach.
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